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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable defines the SmartC2Net “Active Monitoring Mechanisms and Grid Information
Support Systems”. They are based on the adaptive monitoring system performing communication
network and power grid measurements, and on the fault management system detecting and
predicting network/grid issues. While the broad architectural picture of SmartC2Net based on four
use cases is elaborated in WP1 and described in deliverable D1.2 [17], a first realization of the
monitoring and fault management systems including a detailed architecture and interface design is
presented here. Interfaces to “external” components like grid control (WP4) and network
reconfiguration (WP3) are presented as well as some details on which parts finally go into the
experimental testbeds developed and described in WP6.
The scientific content of the monitoring system is based on approaches and algorithms for adaptive
power grid and network monitoring. They use a continuous data quality estimation and a flexible
approach for holistic monitoring task management. The quality estimation part of this deliverable
only provides necessary background knowledge in order to understand the task management
concept. Definitions and details on the data quality calculation can be found in deliverable D3.2 [15].
By contrast, the task management approach is presented in detail. The algorithmic descriptions are
based on pseudo code and are introduced as well as interaction and timing behaviour (message
sequence diagrams).
Apart from the monitoring system concept, details of the fault management system are documented
in this deliverable. The fault management approach considers accidental faults as well as malicious
attacks. In addition to the system design for fault detection, correlation and prediction, the
interactions with other external components (monitoring system, network reconfiguration, grid
control) are introduced and specified.
After presenting all concepts for monitoring, fault management with the full architectural
complexity, a scaled down implementation and example integration scenario is presented. This
should help to understand the complex interactions and behaviours of the full monitoring and
control concepts. The simplified solutions already give an outlook on real implementation and what
finally will go into the SmartC2Net testbeds.
Finally, this deliverable includes an approach of cellular monitoring, which can be used to derive and
predict energy demand. A city which constantly is subject to both social and climatic changes needs
to be conceived and structured to act proactively to keep and improve its key services (energy,
water, etc.). Mathematical and statistical models can be defined and adopted to estimate and predict
both real-time and long-term energy consumptions to reduce costs for people and waste for the
environment. The approach proposed here takes the real-time distribution of people moving or
stationing in target areas of a city into account.
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2 Introduction
A key result of the SmartC2Net project is its flexible monitoring and control approach. Sensor data
has to be provided with sufficient data quality to controllers, which need to reliably send setpoints
back to do energy management and voltage control. The novelty is, that monitoring and control is
not done statically, but that the solutions are adaptive to the communication network Quality-ofService (QoS). Accidental faults and malicious attacks need to be handled reliably to keep the
services up or reliably notify controllers about issues in the communication network or in the power
grid. As a consequence, a powerful and efficient approach for monitoring and fault management was
developed to support and trigger novel power grid control approaches. Details on the grid control
algorithms are elaborated within WP4 and described in deliverable D4.1 [16].
The deliverable is structured as follows: Chapter 3 presents the overall “Monitoring Framework
Specification”. Compared to deliverable D2.1 [14], it updates the high-level monitoring architecture
and defines the related interfaces to external components (grid control, fault management and
network reconfiguration). In addition, the most important sub-components of the monitoring system
are presented. Finally, Chapter 3 includes a detailed specification of all monitoring internal and
external interfaces by defining functions and related parameters. Chapter 4 documents the “Quality
Oriented Monitoring Task Management”. It is based on a data quality estimation approach using the
example quality metric of mismatch probability. After defining the mismatch probability, considered
sensor access techniques are described. Later, the detailed software design is presented based on
the interface functions defined in Chapter 3 and message sequence diagrams. The second main
section of Chapter 4 is the description of the holistic monitoring task management approach. After
clarifying the objectives, the detailed software design and developed adaptive algorithms are
presented. A summary and outlook section concludes the chapter. Chapter 5 contains the detailed
description of the “Fault Management System”. The chapter is divided into two main sections:
accidental faults and malicious attacks. A description of the objectives of the accidental fault
management is followed by related fault models and scenarios. Afterwards, the detailed software
design and related algorithms are presented. The second section about malicious attacks also
clarifies the objectives and considered attack models and scenarios. It is completed with the studied
monitoring measures and preliminary evaluation results. Chapter 5 is finalized by a summary and
outlook section. Chapter 6 takes all previously introduced chapters and concepts into account and
shows a complete SmartC2Net “System Integration and Interaction”. In order to do this, an example
scenario and SmartC2Net software component deployments based on a low voltage grid is given.
Essentially, it maps with the plans for the implementation of all concepts for the FTW testbed.
Chapter 7 presents details on the “Grid Demand Inference from Cellular Network Monitoring”. It
starts with a clarification of objectives, input measurements and parameters. In the following
sections, the system design and algorithmic realisations are documented. Finally, the chapter is
completed with results, experiences and perspectives for integration of the developed concepts in
future smart grid prediction systems. Finally, the deliverable is completed with Chapter 8
“Conclusions and Outlook”.
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3 Monitoring Framework Specification
This chapter contains a detailed specification of the SmartC2Net monitoring framework. It includes a
high-level description of the fault management and related interfaces, as it is tightly interlinked with
the monitoring system. Details on the fault management approach can later be found in Chapter 5.

3.1

Monitoring High-Level Architecture

Figure 1 presents an architectural high-level overview of the SmartC2Net solution from the
monitoring system point of view. It shows the four main functional layers of the monitoring system:
 Application Programming Interface (API)
 Publishing Layer
 Processing Layer
 Monitoring Layer
All functional layers are designed to be independent software components capable of running locally
or in a distributed fashion.
The Application Programming Interface (API) layer is a software library used by applications for
registration and authentication, to request monitoring services (i.e. variable subscription), to receive
monitoring data and to issue actuation commands. The main purpose of the API layer is to abstract
from the monitoring implementation and to do connectivity management (e.g. timeouts, heartbeats,
etc.) to reliably notify the application about issues in the communication between the API layer and
the publishing layer.
The Publishing layer is the main source of monitoring data for an application using the SmartC2Net
monitoring system. Applications using the API layer library always need to connect to a local or
remote publisher component in order to get data, instead of connecting directly to the sensor
measuring the variable. Like the processing and the monitoring layer, the publishing layer is
implemented by an independent software application. It receives data from processing or monitoring
layers running locally on the same platform or on remote machines.
The Processing layer can be used optionally to process measurements on their way from the
measurement point (sensor) to the publishing layer. Examples for processing are averaging, outlier
filtering or aggregation. All processing components forward their data to another processing
component or to the publishing layer managing and providing the data to the application through the
API layer.
The Monitoring layer implements the measurement and collection of monitoring variables. In
addition, it can contain an information dynamics estimator analyzing and evaluating the dynamics of
the measured variable during runtime. This needs to be done for the monitoring data quality
estimation done in the publishing layer. More details on this can be found in Section 4.
As already indicated, the four layers are independent software entities and will be referred to as
software component in the remaining chapters. For example, a “monitor” component refers to a
piece of software implementing the monitoring layer(s).
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Figure 1 architectural high-level overview of the monitoring system

In addition to the described four monitoring layers, envisioned monitoring adaptation possibilities
are listed next to the according layer of the monitoring architecture. Not all of them will finally be
investigated and implemented, but they show the flexibility and theoretical capabilities of the
developed monitoring system design.
Figure 2 shows different integration scenarios of the monitoring system: In (1), all software is
deployed on a single computing platform. In (2), a variable is measured (monitor) and processed on
platform C, transmitted to platform B for further processing, storage and access management. The
grid application is running on platform A and uses the API library to access monitoring data provided
by the publisher running on platform B. Scenario (3) is very similar to (2), but all monitoring layers are
deployed on dedicated hardware platforms. Finally, scenario (4) shows the usage of the SmartC2Net
monitoring system in case of legacy systems like smart meters or concentrators.
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Figure 2 different integration scenarios of the monitoring system

3.2

Component Description

A complete and detailed monitoring system architecture picture can be found in Appendix.
Moreover, some details are given describing which components are implemented using existing and
available tools/software (Blockmon, zeroMQ, Google Protocol Buffers, Gurux DLMS, libIEC61850,
etc.) and which parts have to be implemented separately.
As already depicted in Figure 1, the most important subcomponents are placed in the publisher layer:
 Task Manager
 Network Quality-of-Service (QoS) Manager
 Quality Estimator
 Monitoring Data Access
They will be described in more detail in the following subsections. In addition, the fault management
will be introduced, as it can be seen as part of the monitoring framework, consisting out of the
monitoring system itself and the fault management.
3.2.1

Task Manager

Variables (e.g. a bus voltage), which need to be monitored/measured by the monitoring system and
provided to the requesting application (e.g. smart grid controller) are organized in monitoring tasks.
The task manager of a publisher integrates adaptive algorithms to do the holistic monitoring system
configuration by continuously deciding
 whether a requested monitoring task should be executed or not (on/off) and if yes in which
configuration (update frequency, event thresholds, etc.),
 which access technique (push, pull (request/reply), event-based, cached, database query,
model estimation, etc.) should be used (done based on mismatch probabilities provided by
the quality estimator component) and
 where the distributable monitoring components (MON, PRO) are deployed.
The task manager will decide on how a monitoring task should be configured based on task priorities
(defined by a subscribing external component, e.g. a grid controller), related task requirements, the
actual communication network Quality-of-Service (QoS) and a dependency matrix of the monitoring
tasks. This dependency matrix expresses the dependencies of all running monitoring tasks, i.e.
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whether two monitoring tasks are using the same communication resources (routes, links, queues,
technologies, etc.) and whether a changed configuration of one task will possibly change the
communication QoS for the other task as well. Various approaches with different complexity to learn
the dependency matrix during run-time will be studied. More details on this can be found in Section
4.2.
In case of issues in the monitoring (e.g. link overload), the network QoS manager and the quality
estimator components will recognize the issue (e.g. changed delay resulting in changed data quality)
and trigger the task manager to decide on the possible reconfiguration actions mentioned before
(on/off, rates, event thresholds, access technique, component deployment, etc.).
3.2.2

Network QoS Manager

The main purpose of the network QoS manager is to offer QoS metrics to/from all current monitoring
sources the publisher is dealing with. Examples are communication delay distributions and
throughput/loss histories/probabilities. This knowledge is provided/requested either directly from
the external network reconfiguration, or it is built up during run time by the monitoring system itself.
In addition, the network QoS manager builds up knowledge of the communication topology, which is
needed by the task manager for its dynamic deployment of monitoring components (e.g. dynamic
aggregation point selection).
For a less complex interface with the external network reconfiguration component, the network QoS
manager sums up according communication network requirements from the monitoring system (task
manager and quality estimator). The other way round, it receives the QoS status of the
communication network from the network reconfiguration (QoS limitations).
3.2.3

Quality Estimator

The quality estimator component continuously estimates the dynamic behavior of each monitoring
variable. In addition, it takes communication QoS metrics (delay, loss, etc.) into account to estimate,
which access technique (e.g. push, pull (request/reply), cached, database query, estimation, etc.) will
result in the best (or a sufficient) mismatch probability (mmPr) of the according variable (see
deliverable D3.2 [15] Chapter 3). The calculated list of mmPr’s of the different access techniques will
be provided to the task manager. The task manager can then decide for the holistic monitoring
configuration taking all current monitoring tasks into account.
3.2.4

Monitoring Data Access

The Monitoring Data Access (MDA) component can be seen as a switching component selecting the
appropriate monitoring data source for the according monitoring task. This is necessary, as
monitoring data cannot only originate from a real measurement done by a monitor, but can also be
provided by an estimation/simulation or be fetched (and possibly processed) from the publisher
database. Also the non-time-critical reception of data from a remote domain is possible through the
cross-domain interface.
3.2.5

Fault Management

The main purpose of the Fault Management (FM) is the analysis of the whole system status
(including both ICT and power grid domains) in order to detect anomalies, faults and failures that
could affect the correct behaviour of the system causing degradation of QoS. System variables
coming from the adaptive monitoring are collected, analysed and correlated to detect and locate
Page 12 of 81
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malfunctions. Detection and localization of faults and failures allow reconfiguring the system in order
to minimize the loss of QoS. On the other hand, detection of anomalies allows performing prediction
relating to faults or failures that can occur in the immediate future. Prediction should be used for
system reconfiguration in order to avoid failures.
To verify the correct operation of the system, different aspects of the QoS must be taken into
consideration, and a set of system variables should be selected to trace the behaviour of both ICT
network and power grid to detect in real time when the system behaviour deviates from the nominal
profile. To reach this goal, the fault management component has the ability to monitor in real time:





The state of important smart grid components (e.g. circuit-breakers, switches and reclosers).
The electrical values of all relevant entities (i.e. power flows, currents and voltages), needed
for the grid fault detection process.
The topology changes arising from normal remote operations or triggered as a reaction (e.g.
protection or recloser tripping orders).
ICT network devices and links including relevant QoS measures (e.g. latency, coverage,
throughput, etc.).

For further details on the fault management component, refer to Section 5.

3.3

Interfaces

Figure 3 depicts a simplified picture of the introduced publisher sub-components and how they
interface internally and with external components. The following subsections contain details on the
interface functions required for communication among the different components (interfaces are
indicated by numbered arrows in Figure 3).

Figure 3 subcomponents and available interfaces
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3.3.1

Task Manager Interface

The main aim of the task manager interface is to remotely request and coordinate specific
monitoring tasks that are carried out by the task manager. For this coordination generic interface
functions are used by the external grid control, the fault management, the network reconfiguration
and potentially also by the internal network QoS manager (see “1”-labelled arrows in Figure 3 for a
graphical representation of the task manager interface).









The regSubscription() function is used by users of the grid/network monitoring system to
request a single, periodic or event-based monitoring task.
The updSubscription() function is used to update the requirements of an already running
subscription/monitoring task.
The delSubscription() function is used to stop and delete a running subscription/monitoring
task.
The pubData() function delivers new data (measurements, processing output, estimation,
etc.) of a running monitoring task to the subscriber(s).
The notify() function is used by the task manager to notify a subscriber about a changed
state of a running subscription/monitoring task.
The queryList() function is used to query a monitoring variable list (topic list) from a task
manager
The regComponent() function is used by external users of the task manager to register and
authenticate.
The unregComponent() function is used by external users of the task manager to unregister.

More details on these generic interface functions are provided in Table 9 of the Appendix.
3.3.2

Grid Control Interface

The overall procedure for performing voltage control is based on grid events as indicated in
deliverable D4.1 [16]. The philosophy behind the control is that the controller shall do as little as
absolutely possible, i.e. it shall remain idle as long as there are no voltage issues observed in the
system (time period indicated by an A) in Figure 4). At some point in time, an event defined by a
voltage threshold violation, i.e. the voltage at some point in the grid, measured by some sensor (e.g.
smart meter) exceeds either a too high or too low voltage value for some reason or another. Upon
the detection of this event, the sensor(s) report to the platform (in time period B)), which ultimately
triggers the controller to become active. The monitoring framework will need to report both that the
event has happened and the current flexibility in the grid which the controller can utilize. Potentially,
the monitoring framework then needs to fetch flexibility information if the current quality is too low
(done in time period C)) followed by the reporting and first reaction from the controller in time
period D). After this initial response to the voltage event, the controller potentially starts periodically
to adjust flexibility to maintain voltage quality, i.e. a periodic control period (time period E)) which
goes into a control mode and performs control periodically until the situation has stabilized and the
controller returns to its idle state. This procedure is summarized in a high level view in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 overview of the control procedure used in SmartC2Net

Since the controller design is yet to be completed at the time of writing, the exact interface has also
not yet been finalized, and therefore not presented here.
The time it takes to bring the notification to the platform and trigger all internal necessary action is
important and should be as small as possible (tnotify). After the notification, the platform may or may
not, depending on the quality of the current flexibility information query the assets of their current
status. The flexibility information from each asset may also be kept updated via proactive protocols,
e.g. periodically or event notifications based on flexibility information changes. The total time from
an event happened in the grid until the initial response from the controller has been received by all
relevant assets (those that the controller decides to activate for control purposes) can be expressed
as the response time (tresponse). Following this initial response from the controller, the controller will
need periodically to send out control actions based on current flexibility conditions in the system
until the grid situation (the voltage level) has become tolerable again. Therefrom an idle period
begins again where the controller is not active, until another voltage event is being detected and the
process begins again.
3.3.3

Fault Management Interface

In this section the interface functions of the fault management component are defined. The
parameters of the interface functions should describe the status of the monitored devices with
proper attributes (e.g., device identifier, device type, device domain, detected fault and detected
failure) using String or Boolean data. Normally these functions return acknowledgments related to
their execution. The return parameters of the fault management are defined in Table 1:
Return Parameter
ack
status
ret

Type Function Success Message
String “OK”
String “SUCCESS” (logged in)
“FAILED” (not logged in)
String “ACK”
“NACK”

Function Failure Message
“ERROR” + exception information
“ERROR” + exception information
“ERROR” + exception information

Table 1 return messages used by fault management
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For sharing complex data structures, the fault management component should adopt a shared
format for the representation of data. In particular, it is necessary to organize data that characterizes
the correct behavior of the monitored systems (both ICT and grid). Indeed, the data structure
correctTarget, which contains the correct value of a measurement, its unit and the allowed
deviation from the correct value, should include different types of constraints on the system
variables depending on the type of the considered variable as the UML class diagram shows in the
following.

Figure 5 complex parameters UML diagram

In general the correct behavior of a system variable should be described by attributes representing
the constraints on the variable itself. As shown in the class diagram, the type of the constraints and
its attributes (e.g., max value permitted, min value permitted and deviation from the specified
correct value) vary depending on the specific meaning of the considered variable. In order to easily
represent the variable restrictions that the fault management component must monitor, the data
structure should be built using a modular structure. The following preliminary examples, given in
XML language, describe different kinds of restrictions on different variables. The first example
describes the correct behaviour of a variable representing the output voltage of a specific device in
the power grid. The variable correctValue represents the nominal voltage, maxValue and minValue
represents the maximum and minimum allowed thresholds, unit informs that the values are
expressed in volts.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<correctTarget
correctValue="1200"
maxValue="1220"
minValue="560"
unit="volt">
</correctTarget>

The next example is related to the specification of the correct behaviour of a current. The correct
value is 1 ampere, however, variations of 0.2 amperes around the value of correct operation are
allowed.
<correctTarget
correctValue="1"
unit="ampere"
deviation="0.2">
</correctTarget>
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For throughput variable specifications, the next example shows a particular case in which the value
should be grater then the threshold of 256 bps.
<correctTarget
correctValue="1024"
unit="bps"
minValue="256">
</correctTarget>

The following subsections define the fault management interfaces with the other components of the
SmartC2Net architecture.
3.3.3.1

Grid Control – Fault Management Interface

Refer to “6”-labelled arrows in Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the grid control – fault
management interface.







The failureNotification() function is used by the fault management to notify about a failure
which was detected in the system.
The failurePrediction() function is used to communicate a failure prediction.
The regController() function is used by grid controllers to do registration and authentication.
The subscribeMeasureTarget() function is used to subscribe to a correct target value for a
particular measure.
The gridStatusUpdate() function is used by the grid controller to notify the fault
management about an update of the grid topology.
The ctrlInitialization() function is used to initialize the fault management and tell which is the
grid topology.

More details about the interface functions are provided in Table 10 of the Appendix.
3.3.3.2

Fault Management – Network Reconfiguration Interface

Refer to “7”-labelled arrows in Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the fault management –
network reconfiguration interface.







The failureNotification() function is used by the fault management to notify about a failure
which was detected in the system.
The alert() function is used to communicate a failure prediction.
The regReconf() function is used by the network reconfiguration to do registration and
authentication.
The subscribeMeasureTarget() function is used to subscribe to a correct target value for a
particular measurement.
The sendTopologyUpdate() function is used by the NW reconfiguration to notify the fault
management about an update in the network topology and current routes.
The nwInitialization() function is used to initialize the fault management and tell which is the
NW topology.
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The nwFailureNotification() function is used by the network reconfiguration to notify the
fault management about a failure which is detected in the network.

More details about the interface functions are provided in Table 11 of the Appendix.
3.3.4

Network Reconfiguration Interface

The network QoS manager needs to interface with the network reconfiguration (see arrows labelled
“8” in Figure 3) for registering network quality requirements.
 The addRequirement() function is used to add a QoS requirement to the network
reconfiguration.
 The updRequirement() function is used to update an already added QoS requirement.
 The rmvRequirement() function removes/cancels a previous QoS requirement from the SDN
controller.
The related functions are explained in Table 12 of the Appendix.
3.3.5

Quality Estimator Interface

The quality estimator receives raw monitoring data from the monitoring data access component and
provides quality estimates to the task manager and to the data labelling (see arrows labelled “2” in
Figure 3 for a graphical representation of these connections).
 The rquEstimation() function is used to request a quality estimation for a particular variable.
 The monData() function is used by the monitoring data access component to deliver a raw
monitoring variable update.
 The updVariable() is used by data labelling to request a quality metric added to the data
before it is passed to the requesting external component.
 The updEstimation() function signals a change of monitoring variable quality, which can
result in the necessity of an updated holistic task management.
 The stopEstimation() function is used to stop the quality estimation for a specific variable.
The interface functions used for this communication are provided in Table 13 of the Appendix.
3.3.6

Network Quality-of-Service Manager Interface

Refer to “3”-labelled arrows in Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the network Quality-ofService (QoS) interface.
 The rquQoSOption() function is used by the quality estimator to request logical link QoS
options (delay distribution, loss statistics) from a monitoring source.
 The monData() function is used by the monitoring data access component to deliver a raw
monitoring variable update.
 The constraintNotification() function is used to notify the network QoS manager about the
inability of the network reconfiguration to fulfill a QoS requirement.
More details on the interface functions are provided in Table 14 of the Appendix.
3.3.7

Data Labelling Interface

Refer to the “5”-labelled arrow in Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the data labelling
interface.
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The monData() function is used by the monitoring data access component to deliver a raw
monitoring variable update.

More details about this interface function is provided in Table 15 of the Appendix.
3.3.8

Monitoring Data Access Interface

Refer to “4”-labelled arrows in Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the data labelling interface.
 The subData() function is used to request the reception of monitoring data from the
monitoring data access component.
More details about the interface functions are provided in Table 16 of the Appendix.
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4 Quality Oriented Monitoring Task Management
This chapter is dedicated to the adaptive behaviour of the monitoring system. It is based on a data
quality estimation approach not only taking communication QoS into account, but also the dynamics
of the measured/monitored variable. After presenting an overview of this estimation approach, the
adaptive holistic task management solution of the SmartC2Net monitoring system is presented.

4.1

Quality Estimation

The overall purpose of the quality estimation is to provide meta-data about the quality of the data
used by the controller to take control actions.
4.1.1

Mismatch Probability

Since flexibility information is needed by the controller, it is important that this information is
matching the true values when control decisions are being made. If this information is not matching
the true value, the controller may take wrong actions leading to undesired results and in worst case
grid instability and faults. In addition, the flexibility is needed at random points in time, which makes
it necessary to consider strategies to keep this information as close to the true value as possible. To
keep the flexibility information from the assets up to date, there are three basic strategies to
consider:
- Reactive approach, which is triggered only as needed
- Proactive, event driven approach which sends an update as the flexibility changes
- Proactive, periodic approach which sends updates periodically about the flexibility of the
asset
In Figure 6, the first case is illustrated, which captures the notifying triggering of the event (E marked
with an ‘X’ indicates the voltage event) to the aggregator, which subsequently sends a request to the
asset(s) (or multiple requests, but for Figure 6 we show only one case for simplicity) and gets a
response regarding current flexibility (Fn indicated by a ‘O’ indicates when flexibility changes). Upon
this knowledge the controller is informed and makes a decision where after it sends its decision to
the asset(s).
tresponse
LV/MV
Controller

X

tmmPr

Monitoring
API

u1
Monitor
(Sensor)
Monitor
(Asset1)
Monitor
(Asset2)

u2

d1

d2

X
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O
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O
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O
Fn+1

O
Fn+2

Monitor
(AssetN)

Figure 6 reactive access methodology to flexibility on one asset
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The response time indicated by
indicates the time it takes for the system to react upon a
voltage event until a reaction at an asset can be applied. The time
is the critical time for which
flexibility should not change; in case it does it may render the decision made by the controller invalid
and in worst case invalidate the response-action sent to the asset.
Alternatively, the flexibility can be sent periodically (updates Um happen at times indicated by a
square) to the aggregator to be stored in a cache. When a grid event is triggered, the current cached
flexibility is being used to decide a control action to be sent to the asset. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 7.
tresponse
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Monitor
(AssetN)

Figure 7 periodical update of the flexibility to the controller

Compared to the reactive case, the response time will clearly be reduced since the control decisions
are made entirely on the cached flexibility. However, since this has been cached and therefore not
completely timely fresh, there is a higher probability that this has been invalidated due to events that
may have changed the flexibility. The probability of mismatch can to some degree be controlled via
changing the update rate. This will be modelled and evaluated in detail in deliverable D3.2 [15].
Finally, the events that change the flexibility can also trigger a notification to the aggregator, for
which the scenario looks slightly different as shown in Figure 8. Changes in flexibility caused by some
event, is reported as soon as possible to the controller and thereafter cached to be used when
needed.
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Figure 8 event driven scheme

Here, as with the periodic case, the response time will be independent of the flexibility collection due
to the caching mechanism. However, the freshness of the flexibility will depend on the event process
itself (as well as the delay in the network). For a more detailed look at the different cases and how
they impact the information quality, see deliverable D3.2 [15].
4.1.2

Detailed Software Design

For the quality estimator the following operations shall be considered as a consequence of the
different procedures:
- Initialization and termination of subscriptions (event and periodic)
- Calculation and labelling of information flowing from sources to destination
For the initialization of information access the procedure is shown in Figure 9. As the task manager
receives a new job, it prepares the quality estimator on that it shall be able to provide meta-data on
this particular information type. This triggers internally library lookup (fetch information) phase,
which potentially could be co-located at external server systems, for required information about the
information type being accessed. This will be needed for the later estimation process. Thereafter the
quality estimator will need to subscribe to the information from the monitoring data access module
and ask the network QoS manager about the current QoS options (delay and packet loss probability)
between the given source/destination. Based on this information, the quality estimator provides a
suggestion for which access method should be applied and possible which QoS configuration is
required to the task manager. Decisions on the final configuration are provided as a return by the
task manager, who also requests the new communication requirements from the network QoS
manager.
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Task
Manager

Quality
Estimator

Network QoS
Manager

Monitoring
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rquEstimation(id i,cfgid1,cfgid2,...)
fetch information
subData(id i)
ACK/NACK

{estid/NACK}

rquQoSOptions(id i)
{QoS1,QoS2,QoS3,...)
monData(id i)
monData(id i)

initial quality
estimation computation
for all requested configs
updEstimation(estid,qid1,qid2,...)
holistic task
management
cfgidx
addRequirement(id i,QoS x)
ACK/NACK

Figure 9 quality estimation initialization as a part of the bootstrapping procedure of the system

The normal operation between the quality estimator and the rest is happening via the data labelling
as shown in Figure 10. Whenever information passes through the system from source to destination,
the data labelling is responsible for sending notifications with relevant information to the quality
estimator, which is returning the corresponding mismatch probability. This procedure is independent
on whether the monitoring variable is reactively or proactively obtained, but obviously the quality
estimator needs to know which of these methods is being applied. This has been given already in the
initialization step when the task manager decided for the best possible configuration.
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Figure 10 normal operation when information is received and passes through data labelling

Whenever changes (communication QoS or variable dynamics) happen in the system that lead to
data quality changes for the given subscription (c.f. Figure 11), the quality estimator will recognize
this and compute a quality estimation update for all previously requested access configurations. The
results are delivered to the task manager via the updEstimation() function. This triggers an execution
of the holistic task management which may reconfigures the system accordingly.
Task
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Monitoring
Data Access
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new
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management
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updRequirement(id i,QoS x)
ACK/NACK

Figure 11 procedure for handling network changes leading to a change in QoS
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The estimated information quality, calculated in this module, is a probabilistic metric based on the
QoS available in the network, as well as the dynamics of the information itself (see deliverable D3.2
[15] for details). This metric is used internally by the task manager to optimize monitoring tasks and
is potentially also useful for the controllers to decide how much trust to put into the monitored
variable.

4.2
4.2.1

Monitoring Task Management
Objectives

The holistic task management of the SmartC2Net monitoring system needs to take controller
requirements (e.g. mismatch probability boundary) and actual communication network QoS (delay,
loss, etc.) into account to deliver the best monitoring data quality possible. To do so, it can
dynamically change monitoring configurations (access techniques, update frequencies, etc.) during
runtime to react to uncontrollable QoS changes (e.g. congestion, link overload, link failure, etc.). In
addition, the adaptive reconfigurations consider priorities of monitoring variables as well as the
overall data quality (i.e. mismatch probability) of the full set of monitoring tasks. In case a monitoring
task cannot be executed to deliver a sufficient data quality, the issue has to be reliably reported to
the requesting controller.
4.2.2

Detailed Software Design

The management of the full set of controller monitoring tasks is done by the Task Manager, which is
a subcomponent of the publishing layer of the already described monitoring architecture. The basic
principle is depicted in Figure 12. It is based on a tight interlinking with the Quality Estimator and the
Network QoS Manager: (1) The task manager can request a quality estimation for a specific variable
varid and a set of access configurations {cfgid1,cfgid2,…}. A single configuration cfg consists out of an
access technique (push, pull, event-based, etc.) and a monitoring update frequency. (2) After
receiving a new estimation request, the quality estimator requests the communication network QoS
options from the according monitoring source defined by varid. (3) This request is answered with a
set of QoS options {QoS1,QoS2,…} from the given source address. The set can be empty if there is no
connectivity at all or it can contain multiple QoS objects if the connection can handle different
priorities. A QoS object consists out of a delay and a loss probability. (4) In case there is connectivity,
the data quality estimation is acknowledged by returning a unique estimation id estid, otherwise a
NACK is returned. (5) Based on the available QoS options, the quality estimator can now compute the
mismatch probabilities for the set of requested access configurations and reports them to the task
manager by using the updEstimation() function. (6) The task manager will then decide for one of
them, and the decision is sent to the quality estimator. Steps (2), (3), (5) and (6) will be continuously
executed to make sure that the task manager can adaptively react to changed data quality.
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Monitoring Tasks
(variable, requirements, priority)
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(5) updEstimation(estid,{qid1,qid2,...})
(6) cfgid
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(1) rquEstimation(varid,{cfgid1,cfgid2,...})
(4) estid/NACK
(3) {QoS1,QoS2,...}
(2) rquQoSOptions(varid)

Network QoS Manager

Task Configurations
( processing/monitoring layer)
Figure 12 basic principle of monitoring task management

Various task management approaches of different complexity will be studied and compared. All
approaches assume that there is no accurate network model available to predict delay and loss, as
this might be too complex in a large scale and multi-technology communication configuration of a
smart grid. As a result, the main challenge of the task manager is to adaptively configure its
monitoring components without exactly knowing if and how additional/removed traffic will influence
the communication QoS experienced by already running tasks. To do so, the task management is
based on two independent processes, which will be presented now in more detail.

4.2.3
4.2.3.1

Algorithms
Registration of New Monitoring Task

The management of newly registered tasks is only based on the controller requirements (i.e. access
frequency fa and mismatch probability boundary mmPrrqu) and the actual QoS options from the
source address to the publisher. It doesn’t explicitly depend on the already running monitoring tasks,
as it is assumed that the new task will not affect old ones and that the new task experiences roughly
the same communication QoS before and after it is executed. The pseudo code of the initialization
phase of new monitoring tasks is:
# CONFIGURATIONS
N
# number of considered/compared update frequencies
# delta between update frequencies of two considered access configurations
# ALGORITHM
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1. rquEstimation(varid,{cfg1,cfg2,…cfgN}) with N different access configurations for monitoring
task t with update frequencies fu of the set
⌊ ⌋
2. After receiving the mismatch probabilities mmPr1, mmPr2, … , mmPrN for the N different
access configurations, the task manager has to decide for one of them with the goal to
minimize a score function. The following example score function ft is used:

mmPri
mmPrtrqu
pt
wq
bt
wb

data quality of access configuration i, as reported by the quality estimation
data quality requirement of task t
priority of task t, as defined by the controller
weight of quality
bandwidth of task t (result of update frequency and size of measurement)
weight of bandwidth

3. If the chosen access configuration results in a value of ft smaller than a configurable
threshold F, the monitoring task will be started even if the estimated mismatch probability
exceeds the controller’s data quality requirement. Otherwise, the expected data quality is
too low or the bandwidth costs are too high and a failure notification is sent to the
requesting controller. This is a notable drawback of this approach, as a new high priority task
might get rejected because of already running low priority tasks. Another solution could drop
running lower priority tasks in order to start the new high priority one with a sufficient data
quality.
4. In case the task was started, the chosen configuration cfgid is reported to the quality
estimator, which from now on estimates the data quality in case a new measurement was
delivered to the data labelling component.
4.2.3.2

Continuous Management of already running Tasks

The management and optimization of already running monitoring tasks is running in parallel and is
completely independent of the before mentioned initialization phases of new monitoring tasks. For
the continuous optimization of already running monitoring tasks we define a dependency matrix D
containing a metric representing the potential that a changed access configuration of one task
influences the communication quality of service (and as a consequence the data quality) of a second
task.
(

M
dij

)

number of active monitoring tasks
metric expressing dependency of task i from task j

A dependency metric of 0 indicates that tasks i doesn’t depend on j (
at all, e.g. because their
routes from the sensor node to the publisher do not overlap. A value of one indicates, that task j uses
exactly the same amount of resources on the way from the sensor node to the publisher. As a result,
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the diagonal values are defined to be 1. The definition of a resource can be as simple as the amount
of physical links up to complex approaches taking bandwidths, packet sizes, update frequencies,
queue status, computation, etc. into account.
We do not yet present how this dependency matrix D is learned. This will be done in later sections.
Nevertheless, there will be different approaches of different complexities. Examples are:
 The simplest one is not to learn the values of dij at all. Instead, all values of dij are statically
set to 0.5. This value is chosen as not knowing the dependencies can be put on the same
level as assuming that all monitoring task are influencing each other with the same degree.
 A complex one would be to use distribution algorithms for building up the knowledge during
runtime by actively broadcasting dependency information to neighbors.
The approach of the dependency matrix computation/learning will finally influence the task
management complexity, quality and efficiency, but the basic management algorithm introduced
now is independent from the actual procedure:
# CONFIGURATIONS
C
# drop count; defines how many lower priority tasks will be stopped to improve data quality
# BACKGROUND PROCESS
1. receive actual mmPr’s (via updEstimation() function) updates for all running monitoring
tasks from the quality estimation component.
# ALGORITHM (PERIODICALLY EXECUTED)
1. Divide monitoring tasks into two sets: without and with data quality issues. A data quality
issue of task t is defined to be a mismatch probability greater than the boundary defined by
the application (
).
2. The configurations of monitoring tasks without quality issues remain unchanged.
Nevertheless, future optimization might happen here as a task without quality issues
(
) can still have optimization goals like achieving the best possible
quality or achieve a sufficient quality with minimized costs (e.g. bandwidth).
3. Order monitoring tasks with quality issues by their priority.
4. Select a task, which should be managed during the current iteration of the algorithm. The
selection is based on the priority. A higher priority task with quality issues has a higher
probability to be served by the continuous task management algorithm. For the selected
monitoring task t, consider the according row in the dependency matrix D.
(
5. Set all dtj to zero if the priority of task j is equal or higher than pt. In the following example,
task 2 has equal or higher priority than task t. As a consequence, dt2 is set to zero:
(
6. Weight the dependency values dij with the priority of the according task pj.
(
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7. Stop C task(s) with the highest weighted dependency value(s) and put it to the set of pending
tasks after a configurable time TR. Consequently, a restart will be attempted by the
initialization algorithm. In case all weighted dependencies are 0 (i.e. there is no lower priority
task influencing the quality of the considered task), stop task t, report the issue to the
controller and put it to the set of pending task after a configurable time TR.
8. Wait for a configurable time period Tw.
9. Jump to (1).
4.2.3.3

Dependency Calculation

As already introduced in the last section, the algorithm of the holistic task management is based on a
dependency matrix D to limit the possible monitoring configuration space. We now present a first
example approach to compute D during runtime of the monitoring system. It is based on a stream
matrix S:
(

)

Every row of S represents information related to one incoming monitoring data stream.
 The first column (id1, id2, … idN) holds unique stream id’s. The id’s are created at the data
source and are based on the unique source address/socket and the data type.
 The second column (p1, p2, … pN) saves the priority of the according monitoring stream. The
controller requesting the monitoring task defines the priority.
 The third column (h1, h2, … hN) stands for the number of hops, the incoming data stream took
until the physical machine building up the stream matrix.
 The fourth column (b1, b2, … bN) represents the bandwidth requirement of the monitoring
stream (e.g. 10kB/s), which can be passively measured or calculated.
 The fifth column (l1, l2, ... lN) saves the physical link (Ethernet, WiFi, etc.) on which the
incoming data stream is received.
 The entries of the remaining columns represent link overlaps between two monitoring data
streams, i.e. the number of physical links, the two routes of the data streams share. For
example, o23 stands for the number of physical links, the two monitoring data streams with
id2 and id3 share (from the sensor node till the node building up the stream matrix). In the
example Figure 13, o23 would be 3, as the routes of MON2 and MON3 to the publisher are
overlapping on three physical communication links. If this number is zero (like it would be
the case for all entries of MON4), data quality problems of the stream cannot be caused by
the other, while a positive number shows a potential for changing the monitoring
configuration (access technique, update frequency, etc.) in order to change the resulting
data quality.
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Figure 13 physical communication link overlap example

New entries (i.e. rows) are only added if a new and unknown incoming monitoring data stream was
detected. The node then assumes, that it is the first hop of the new data stream and adds a row i
with the following default values:
(
Details on the distributed, self-organizing algorithm for updating the hop count hi and the overlap
values oij of the stream matrix S, can be found in Section 4.2.3.4. Based on the stream matrix S, a
node can calculate the dependency matrix D, by multiplying the overlap entries with the ratio of the
according stream bandwidths:
(

)

This is done as not only link overlaps but also bandwidth ratios influence the dependency of two
monitoring streams. Finally, this correlation matrix D gives the task manager a very helpful tool to
limit the set of possible holistic monitoring configurations.
4.2.3.4

Stream Matrix S Learning

The introduced stream matrix S is learned and updated during runtime on all participating network
nodes by executing a small self-organizing algorithm A. It broadcasts with a configurable time interval
T local dependency information to all one-hop neighbours.
Our definition of a self-organizing algorithm requires the following properties:
 no central component, master or point-of-failure
 fully distributed and all nodes are executing the same algorithm A
 only local information is used
Information is broadcasted in terms of beacons B containing a list of outgoing stream overlaps. Every
entry of the list represents one entry oij of the local stream matrix S. It contains
 the unique stream id of the outgoing stream,
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its current hop count including the local hop,
a unique overlap stream id (overlapping stream is not necessarily routed over the local node)
and the number of overlapping links.

Before an entry is chosen to be transmitted in the beacon, the local stream matrix is updated taking
all incoming data streams and the related interfaces into account. In order to limit the size (i.e.
configurable number of entries/rows) of the outgoing stream overlaps list, a weighted selection of
the local stream matrix entries is done. Higher overlap values have a higher selection probability. The
full approach of building up the stream matrix S is summarized graphically in Figure 14.

on beacon receive:
outgoing stream list and related
overlaps of broadcasting neighbor
filter non-relevant
stream information

update local
stream matrix S

on beacon transmit:
local stream matrix S
update matrix taking all
incoming streams and
related interfaces into
account  matrix S
select subset of entries of
stream matrix S to fulfil
beacon size limitation

broadcast
outgoing stream list
Figure 14 summary of the learning approach of the stream matrix S

On a beacon receive event at node i, the received outgoing stream list and related overlaps of the
broadcasting neighbour j is filtered to remove non-relevant stream information. An information is
non-relevant for i if the received stream is not routed over itself, as this implicates that there is no
according entry in the local stream matrix S. All other entries in the received list are used to update
the local representation of S.
On a beacon transmit event (triggered by an elapsed time interval T), a temporary stream matrix S’ is
calculated by taking all incoming streams and their related incoming interfaces into account to
increase oij in case stream i and j are routed over the same physical link on the last hop. Afterwards, a
subset of entries of this temporary stream matrix S’ is selected to fulfil a configurable beacon size
limitation. Finally, the list is broadcasted to all one-hop neighbours.

4.3

Summary and Outlook

Chapter 4 introduced the concept of the SmartC2Net adaptive monitoring system, which is based on
a continuous data quality estimation. Mismatch probabilities are used as metric for data quality as
they give more room for task optimization compared to delay and loss metrics, as the
definition/value of the mismatch probability also takes the actual dynamics of the measured variable
into account. Furthermore, the basic algorithmic concept of the holistic monitoring task management
was presented. Its final performance and complexity depends on different score functions and
different approaches for learning dependencies between running monitoring tasks. Until the end of
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the project, various approaches will be studied by simulation and implemented to be able to
highlight benefits and drawbacks of the individual solutions.
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5 Fault Management System
This chapter describes the fault management component which is developed in the SmartC2Net
project. The fault management component is in charge of detecting and localizing both accidental
and malicious faults that can happen in the system. In the first part of this chapter we will present
accidental faults which are considered in the system and we will present a proposal of detection and
localization algorithm. In the second part, instead, malicious attack are targeted, analysing
monitoring measures that are affected by them.

5.1
5.1.1

Accidental Faults
Objectives

The fault management is in charge of timely detecting anomalies that originate from faults
concurrently activated in one domain or in both ICT and power grid domains. It shall correctly
diagnose all the fault(s), i.e., the root cause of the anomalies, which may hamper critical
functionalities of the system. The timeliness of the detection is an important factor, so that
automatic self-healing operations can be properly undertaken.
In order to improve the accuracy of the detection, the fault management shall interface with the
monitoring to intensify or to reduce monitoring activities accordingly to the necessity. The fault
management shall not only detect failures that already happened in the system, but shall also reveal
when the system is working in a degraded mode, i.e., when only a subset of system services is
delivered to the user since the total state of the system has accumulated errors that eventually will
lead to system failure. Once a fault or a prediction of fault is detected, then the fault management
shall notify both the grid controller and the network reconfiguration about the detection, in order to
trigger possible recovery actions aimed at isolating and recovering from the fault.
5.1.2

Fault Model and Scenarios

The failure scenarios considered in this project regard both the ICT and grid domain. In order to
understand which scenarios are more interesting in this project a round table with experts from both
grid and ICT domain was conducted. Involved experts were both from the consortium partners and
EAB members. In particular, EDP was involved in the round table during the EAB meeting held in
Porto (see [20] for details).
In particular the faults reported in Table 2 have been identified and targeted by the fault
management. Here follows the descriptions of the columns of Table 2:
 “Fault”: this column contains the considered fault.
 “E2E Failure”: this column reports the effect of the fault from an end-to-end connection
viewpoint (in particular considering a telecommunication connection).
 “End Point Failure”: this column describes the effect of the fault from the viewpoint of the
affected end-point (i.e. the endpoint which interacts with the entity affected by the fault).
 “Predictable”: this column states whether the row regards a fault notification or a fault
prediction.
 “Fault System Effect”: this column describes the effect of the fault at system level.

Fault

E2E Failure

End Point Failure

Predictable

Fault System Effect
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Fault

E2E Failure

End Point Failure

Predictable

Fault System Effect

babbling protection
relay

n/a

repeated protection relay
open-close command
sequence sent to the circuit
breaker

no

faulty circuit breaker

n/a

missed tripping

no

faulty circuit breaker

n/a

unexpected tripping

no

faulty circuit breaker
controller

n/a

info about a not existing
tripping forwarded to
control centre

no

faulty circuit breaker
controller

n/a

info about a tripping not
forwarded to control centre

no

high crosstraffic/congestion on
bottleneck link
high crosstraffic/congestion on
bottleneck link
interference (PLC or
wireless)

high latency

throughput reaching
maximum

no

high latency (but
still within bounds)

throughput reaching
maximum

yes

high latency

low CINR

no

interference (PLC or
wireless)

unreachable (ping
response not
received)
high latency

low CINR

no

in case of erroneous tripping,
the impact is:
 the tripping of the CB and
energy not supplied (ENS) to
final customers
 actuation of the fault
correction procedures by
the utility (automation and
work force deployment)
 damages to electrical
equipment can happen
 unavailability of electrical
grid
 the tripping of the CB and
energy not supplied (ENS) to
final customers
 actuation of the fault
correction procedures by
the utility (automation and
work force deployment)
 cascading effects
 actuation of the fault
correction procedures by
the utility (automation and
work force deployment)
 electric grid section is deenergized, but the control
centre is not informed and
no maintenance crew is
deployed
 cascading effects
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset

low throughput

no

interference (PLC or
wireless)
link contention

high packet loss
rate
high latency

low throughput

no

high users queue (network
node level)

no

link contention

high latency (but
still within bounds)

High users queue (network
node level)

yes

node congested

high latency

high CPU load

no

node congested

high latency (but
still within bounds)

high CPU load

yes

interference (PLC or
wireless)

 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
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Fault

E2E Failure

End Point Failure

Predictable

Fault System Effect

node congested

high packet loss
rate
unreachable (ping
response not
received)
unreachable (ping
response not
received)
high latency

high CPU load

no

n/a

no

 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset
 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset

n/a

no

 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset

high latency

no

high packet loss
rate
hardly reachable
(high packet loss
rate but within
bounds)
high latency

n/a

no

n/a

yes

 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset
 controllers are not able to
communicate with the asset

network measures out of
range (within a time
window)
network measures out of
range (within a time
window)
network measures out of
range (within a time
window)
low SNR

no

node congested

node crashed

unreliable link

unreliable link
unreliable link

unreliable link

unreliable link

high latency (but
still within bounds)

yes

unreliable link

high latency (but
still within bounds)

wireless channel
degradation

high latency

wireless channel
degradation

high latency (but
still within bounds)

low SNR

yes

wireless channel
degradation

high latency

low throughput

no

wireless channel
degradation

high latency (but
still within bounds)

low throughput

yes

yes

no

 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets
 controllers are not able to
timely send commands to
the assets

Table 2 accidental faults addressed in SmartC2Net

The description of the items contained in Table 2 is reported in Table 3. In particular description of
the items contained in column “E2E Failure” and “End Point Failure” are described in Table 3.
Item

Description

node
link

this is a leaf of the electrical grid or of the ICT infrastructure
communication link between LVGC and a node – it may be
between the MVGC, LVGC or any other IED and a node or
even between 2 nodes
it could be the main circuit breaker
this is the relay controller which is in charge of interfacing the
circuit breaker with the ICT controllers
DMS (Distribution Management System)

circuit breaker
circuit breaker controller
control centre
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missed tripping

unexpected tripping
repeated protection relay OpenClose command sequence sent to
the circuit breaker

This can be detected by reading electrical measures (e.g.
current) out of range and verifying that there is current in the
busbars connected to the circuit breaker.
the Circuit breaker changes it state (open/close) without a
clear reason
the protection relay sends repeatedly a sequence of openclose command to the circuit breaker
Table 3 item description

As can be seen in the table, the accidental faults that were considered in the project mainly affect
the grid protection relays, the circuit breaker (both the device and its controller) and the
telecommunication network which links the several components that constitutes the SmartC2Net
system. However, especially for grid assets, corresponding faults exist also for other assets like
capacitor bank, OLTC, DER, flexible load, storage controller, etc. [17].
Figure 15 shows a connection diagram of a protection relay for MV. This protection relay is a general
example of the ones which are deployed in the benchmark grid (see [16] for details). It is a cable
connection to the mechanic controller of the physical hardware of the movable parts. This is usually
one or several control signals (DC voltage or very low current) that are connected to the I/O (trip
contact) of the relay and are activated depending on the control required. In this project we
considered the case in which the protection relay sends erroneous signals, both for opening (fault
detected) and closing (faults cleared) the circuit breaker; also babbling faults were considered, where
repeated open-close commands are sent to the circuit breaker.

Figure 15 basic connection diagram of a protection relay

Considering instead circuit breakers, we considered that both the physical device and its ICT
controller can fail. In particular, the circuit breaker can erroneously trip, provoking unavailability of
the grid and the actuation of non-needed correction procedures. Furthermore, the circuit breaker
can fail not actuating the tripping when it is due, causing possible damages to the equipment. We did
not consider circuit breaker controller faults, since protection devices always have backup systems.
Thus, the probability that both the systems fail (the circuit breaker controller and its backup) is
sufficiently low to be considered negligible. In addition, also failures about not sending tripping
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message were included. This kind of failure is particularly problematic, since the circuit breaker
device trips, de-energizing the busbars connected to it, but the central management is not informed
about this event. Then, the central management cannot have a clear view of the state of the grid and
this can lead to cascading failures, since the circuit breaker tripping can power off components on
which central management relies on.
As for telecommunication failures, we considered several faults that lead to a not timely or even
absent communication between the controllers (e.g. LVGC, MVGC, etc.) and assets (e.g. CEMS, DER,
etc.). In particular, since SmartC2Net proposes to use existing communication infrastructures, we
considered communications failures (in terms of latency and reachability) due to high cross traffic
flows. These flows are not due to SmartC2Net information flow, but are customer generic data
traffic. Moreover, also high contention of the link was considered, since we can have a lot of users
that want to connect to the communication infrastructure. Then, as in the project we are considering
heterogeneous technologies, such as wireless ones, then also wireless degradation and interference
is taken into account as a potential failure source.
5.1.3

Detailed Software Design

Monitoring variables from a complex system such as the ICT network and Power Grid involves
complex operations, initially characterized of collecting information from many monitored devices
and further in real-time processing to detect system behaviour that deviates from the nominal one. It
is therefore considered necessary to monitor the main functional properties of individual subsystems
or devices, and measure some of the most important non-functional QoS attributes.
To verify the correct operation of the system, different aspects of the QoS must be taken into
consideration, and a set of system variables should be selected to trace the behaviour of the entire
network to detect in real-time when the system behaviour deviates from the nominal profile.
The attributes can be measured by developing appropriate metrics in the form of rules executed at
run-time able to verify that the system behaves according to the requirements. The proposed
architecture to realize the Fault Management component foresees that the information coming from
the Monitoring component is combined using Complex Event Processing (CEP) [22] techniques. The
CEP techniques allow to detect anomalous behaviours of the entire system when the received
information is revealed in line with models that define an anomaly. The thresholds that the Fault
Management component should consider to assess measures of interest may vary depending on the
state of the configuration (e.g., topology, non-functional parameters) of the monitored system.
Hence, the need for a monitoring system with dynamic thresholds is due to the fact that ICT Network
and Power Grid reconfigurations lead to different normal behaviours.
5.1.3.1 Fault Management Logical Architecture
The Fault Management component is composed of two important logical layers called Identification
& Localization and CEP Analyser described in the following:
Identification & Localization Layer
The Identification and Localization layer (see light orange box in Figure 16) is in charge of perform the
actual diagnosis, i.e., to identify the type of activated fault(s) and the faulty component(s), if any. It
comprises a set of functions that allow the communication with Network Reconfiguration and Grid
Controller components and the configuration of the component itself:
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The Registration module provides an authenticated connection with Network
Reconfiguration or Grid Controller in order to protect communication from possible cyberattacks.
The Advisor has the task of sending faults and failures found in the network to Network
Reconfiguration and Grid Controller components. In addition, it can communicate warning
messages that represent failure predictions.
The Configuration Manager organizes and forwards configuration information (measure
targets, network initialization, network topology and its update, grid initialization and the
grid model updates) to Detection layer and Rule Generator.
The Predictor puts data incoming from CEP Analyzer in the proper format (XML) for Network
Reconfiguration and Grid Controller. Finally, Rule Generator uses grid and network topology
to build configuration rule for Anomaly Correlation logical level of CEP Analyser.

CEP Analyser Layer
This layer (see green box in Figure 16) is responsible of the data correlation of system variables in
order to detect/predict failures and faults. It is divided in two logical layers as follows:
 The Detection layer of the architecture is in charge of fast anomaly recognition at both
power grid and ICT domain. The type of anomaly detectors that will be deployed in the
SmartC2Net fault management sub-system belongs to two classes: component-specific and
component independent. Component-independent detectors have the precise aim to
complement component-specific anomaly detectors by enabling the recognition of the
anomalies that are not foreseen at design time. Grid and ICT anomaly detectors (e.g.,
intrusion detectors, protective relays and reclosers) should have their own settings
dynamically and real-time configured, to cope with changing smart grid conditions due to the
discussed bidirectional power flows and to the use of heterogeneous (unreliable) network
infrastructures, e.g., DGA segments pushed to the limit when there are heavy EV charging
periods.
 The Correlation layer puts together the output of the anomaly detectors to reduce the
amount of information provided to the upper layer, i.e., Identification and Localization, in
order to resolve possible inconsistencies of the anomaly detectors and to improve detection
accuracy. For this purpose it may also request more fine-grained information from the
monitoring sub-system. The correlated anomalies detected by the Correlator are sent to the
Predictor at Identification & Localization layer.
Both layers are based on CEP technology and are able to process system events in real-time (or near
real-time). Figure 16 shows the detailed architecture of the Fault Management component.
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Figure 16 logical architecture of the fault management component
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5.1.3.2 Component Interactions
Grid Controller, Network Reconfiguration and Fault Management component interactions (also
defined in Section 3.3.3 as interfaces functions) are described in this section using sequence
diagrams.
The initialization operation is depicted in the following diagram. By these actions Fault Management
receives the ICT network configuration and the power grid topology.

Figure 17 fault management initialization

Figure 18 shows the normal working of the Fault Management including a failure (or anomaly)
detection with the consequent failure (or alert) notification to both Network Reconfiguration and
Grid Controller components.
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Figure 18 fault management system running

Finally, Figure 19 depicts the update operation related to ICT network configuration and grid
topology. The reconfiguration of the Fault Management is executed at run-time.
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Figure 19 fault management update operation

5.1.3.3 Fault Management Modules Interactions
The internal operations of Fault Management component are described using sequence diagrams
related to the Fault Management architecture in Figure 16. The diagram in Figure 20 shows the
activity of the internal modules at Identification & Localization logical layer. In particular: i)
initialization operation of Fault Management, ii) failure detection and iii) anomaly detection are
depicted.
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Figure 20 fault management identification & localization operations

Figure 21 shows a normal behaviour of monitoring action provided by Fault Management.
Information about ICT network and power grid comes from API level and it is collected at detection
level. When an anomaly is detected, the Detection module forwards it to the Anomaly Correlation
module that organizes data for Predictor correlating anomalies with system measures collected. On
the other hand, detected failures are directly forwarded to the Advisor module at Identification &
Localization level.

Figure 21 fault management CEP analyser operations
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5.1.3.4 Complex Event Processing for Failure Prediction and Detection
Complex Event Processing (CEP) technology consists of the processing of events generated by the
combination of data from multiple sources and aggregated in complex-events representing situations
or part of them. CEP systems are widely applied to manage streams of data, in different fields and
applications, for business process management, financial services, and also dependability and
security monitoring, especially for complex, large scale systems where large amounts of information
is generated. Common event processing operations include reading, creating, transforming, and
deleting events. CEP is the means that allows to: i) extract relevant events from several data streams
belonging to event producers, ii) correlate extracted events in data streams and aggregate information
in complex-events reducing redundancy, iii) computing complexity and uncertainty. We can consider
CEP as a means to achieve information fusion that consists of correlating and merging of information
from heterogeneous sources with differing conceptual, contextual and representations, so as to
answer questions of interest and take proper decision. In Fault Management Systems CEP involves the
correlation and combination of information into a new set of information in order to detect and even
predict fault or failures that happen in the system for facing them properly and in time.
The Fault Management module is implemented relying on the Esper CEP engine [1]. Esper is an open
source component for CEP, with special Event Stream Processing techniques that enable rapid
development of applications for the processing of large volumes of messages or events in real time,
or near real-time. The Esper engine works a bit like a database turned upside-down. Instead of storing
the data and running queries against stored data, the Esper engine allows applications to store queries
and run the data through. Response from the Esper engine is online when conditions that match
queries occur. The execution model is thus continuous rather than only when a query is submitted.
Esper offers event stream queries that allow data manipulation such as aggregation, joining and
temporal analysis of the event stream. These queries are expressed through the Event Programming
Language [1] (EPL) syntax. EPL has been designed for similarity with the SQL query language but
differs from SQL in its use of views rather than tables. Views represent the different operations
needed to structure data in an event stream and to derive data from an event stream.
Esper is totally developed in Java, for this reason it has been easily integrated in the Fault
Management component as a Java library. The CEP engine receives events streams containing values
of system variables provided by the API layer and applies the rules to them. Depending on the status
of the system variables, the CEP engine returns events representing faults, failures or anomalies used
for failure prediction.
Prediction and detection are performed exploiting two different techniques logically represented in
Figure 16 respectively by the Anomaly Detector and the Anomaly Correlator modules. The Anomaly
Detector relies on the Statistical Prediction and Safety Margin (SPS) [2] algorithm [2][3][4] to assure
coverage and accuracy, but our implementation presented in this document includes some
architectural changes to allow online anomaly detection. The Anomaly Correlator correlates output
incoming from the Anomaly Detector module with system variables incoming from the Monitoring
System. It applies correlation rules in order to detect system faults and system failures.
5.1.3.5 Software Data Structure
The CEP Analyser has been implemented entirely in Java code. Indeed, the CEP engine Esper is
distributed as a Java library by its producers and it has been integrated in the CEP Analyser allowing an
easy use of the methods offered by Esper directly in the component code. The software structure of
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the CEP Analyser is composed of various Java classes, which constitute several Java modules. Part of
these modules uses the Esper package to access its methods.
The class that contains the data to be processed is called SystemEvent. Data coming from the
Monitoring System is collected and provided to the Fault Management component as a set of
variables at regular intervals. Each set of variables represents the state of the system at a certain time.
The CEP Analyser uses the indicators obtained to generate the Java object called SystemEvent, which
contains the values of the collected variables. Hence the SystemEvent class represents the state of the
system and it is used by the methods of the CEP Analyser class, which implements the fault/failures
detection and prediction capabilities. The UML diagram in Figure 22 shows the structure of the code
that implements the CEPAnalyser component. For sake of space, in this diagram only the relevant java
methods are reported.
The CEPAnalyser class uses the objects defined within the Esper package that is integrated in the
software architecture: the listeners for rules application, the object EPAdministrator for configuration
management of run-time correlation, the connection object that allows communication via socket
with Monitoring System.
The methods implemented in the CEPAnalyser class manage the configuration of the Fault
Management Component and the manipulation of the SystemEvent objects. In particular,
setCorrelatorRules() handles the definition of the correlation rules for both detection and prediction.
Enable (), deleteListene() and getListenerIndex() are respectively used to define, enable, and modify
the listeners implemented by the CEPlistener class. The method convertToEvent() converts Java
objects in the SystemEvent, the method GenerateEvent() sends system events directly to Esper.
Finally, DBConnect(), DBinsert() and dbclose() manage operations in the database while StartMonitor()
simply initializes and starts the CEP Analyser.
In addition, the class SystemEvent implements methods used not only for prediction but also for
detection. The prediction algorithm is implemented by the SPS class and its methods. The method
combinationBlock() uses data and methods of the SPS class for searching anomalies whenever a new
SystemEvent is received. In particular, the value returned by the method combinationBlock() is
compared with a threshold determined a-priori. If the value returned by the method
combinationBlock() is above the defined threshold, then an anomaly has occurred. Data contained in
Const class is simply a set of configuration constants used by SPS.
The SocketServer class realizes the SocketConnection interface used for connecting to the Monitoring
System exploiting the method ServerConnection(). The Monitoring System should use this interface to
communicate with the CEP Analyser component.
Finally, the class ConfigManager provides the CEP Analyser certain services useful for managing log
files and the rule repository for storing configuration rules.
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Figure 22 structure of the fault management code

5.1.4

Algorithms

The logical architecture of the CEP Analyser relies on an infrastructure that combines two types of
data processing, the failure/fault detection and the failure/fault prediction. In order to provide both
functionalities, the CEP Analyser component implements two different techniques:
 The Anomaly Detection based on SPS algorithm.
 The Anomaly Correlator based on the application of rules on the values of system
variables.
Both techniques have been implemented using Esper CEP engine and they are executed using
different correlation rules and Java methods defined in the SystemEvent class.
5.1.4.1 The SPS Algorithm
The SPS algorithm relies on CEP methods for distinguishing between nominal and anomalous
behaviour of the system. In order to detect anomalies and signal faulty situations, the detector
compares the values of collected data to some self-adaptive thresholds. The strength of the SPS
anomaly detection criterion is that it can update thresholds of attributes at run time, in order to
match the natural time evolution of the system or to satisfy changes in the application environment.
As shown in Figure 23, the Fault Management component receives as input the Java object that
aggregates variables provided by sensors (or probes) and executes the SPS algorithm on them.
Details on the SPS algorithm are reported in [3] and [4]; here we just sketch the basics of the
algorithm with the aid of Figure 22.
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Figure 23 the SPS algorithm

SPS observes all variables arriving to the Fault Management, from sensors deployed in ICT network
and power grid. The SPS algorithm analyses all variables separately and computes for each one of
them, the minimum
and the maximum
allowed thresholds. SPS guarantees these
thresholds adaptability because they are evaluated and updated every time the system receives a
new set of values.
If, at any time t, the xi indicator stays outside from computed interval [
], the values is
marked as an anomaly and the variable αi[t] computed in the check function is set. Then, the
Combination Block sums all the values that have been found anomalous by the check module in the
time interval. The weight ωi represents the relevance of each xi indicator. If the sum computed by the
Combination Block exceeds the global threshold G, an anomaly in the system behaviour is detected.
Our CEP monitoring tool instantiates an SPS module for each value and separates collected values
appropriately. Anomalies are detected for each single SPS module. The aggregator module relies on
both anomalies signalled by the SPS Combination Block and the Esper correlator.
Please note that the high level of modularity in our system allows for changing the SPS algorithm
with any other anomaly detection algorithm without any changes to the Esper queries, just updating
the system thresholds to assure coverage and accuracy with the new algorithm. In addition,
parameters of the SPS algorithm (e.g., weights and threshold) are adjustable at run-time ensuring a
high level of adaptability of the Fault Management component.
The anomalies detected by the Detection layer are processed by the Anomaly Correlation layer and
correlated with measures and constraints related to ITC network and power grid devices. The
correlated anomalies are sent to the Predictor at the Identification & Localization layer. The Predictor
exploits data provided by the Anomaly Correlator module to evaluate failure and fault predictions.
5.1.4.2 Rule Correlation
The Anomaly Correlator executes the correlation of data incoming from Anomaly Detector with
system variables. Rules are generated by the Rule Generator of the Localization & Identification layer
using the whole net topology and the target measures sent by the Grid Controller and the Network
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Reconfig components. Correlation rules are built considering the thresholds imposed by the
configuration and adding conditions about the impact of failures of certain net or grid devices on the
other. These conditions are automatically evaluated by Rule Generator inspecting the whole network
searching for critical nodes that could lead to severe consequences in the case of failures.
Conditions on system variables and anomalies incoming from Anomaly Detector can be combined
together for achieving a better ability to detect failures and faults.
As the case of the detection logical level, parameters of the rules (e.g., variables and threshold) are
adjustable at run-time.

5.2

Malicious Faults: Attacks

In this subsection some malicious faults considered important for the cyber security of the smart grid
are described and analyzed and the relations with the monitoring and prevention components are
explained. The focus is on the effects of the attacks to ICT components and depends on security
scenarios considered.
In general the attack scenarios can affect the following security properties:
 Confidentiality: preventing the unauthorized access to information
 Integrity: preventing the unauthorized modification or theft of information
 Availability: preventing the denial of service and ensuring authorized access to information
5.2.1

Objectives

The main goal of the malicious faults analysis is to identify some attack scenarios and to investigate
the main aspects in order to be able to prevent the attack effects and send alarms to the controllers.
We focus on active attacks where the attacker objective is to create damages altering the integrity
and/or the availability of the information flows. The information is used not only by the monitoring
infrastructure, but also the control and communication infrastructures need to be alerted and obtain
benefits from the alarm.
5.2.2

Attack Models and Attack Scenarios

In order to analyze the malicious faults we describe the main attack models defining the peculiarity
that identify and distinguish one from the other. This will be exploited in order to extract the
characteristics usefully for the prevention of the attack themselves. The attack scenarios are
characterized by the parameters in Table 4.
Parameter

Description

Example considering Voltage Control Use Case

attack target

network interface targeted by the attack

DER interfaces, substation2DER interfaces,
substation2center interfaces, center2substation
interfaces

attack effect

loss of messages (availability);

loss of inputs to the VC algorithm, loss of output set
points

insertion of fake messages (integrity)

fake inputs to the VC algorithm, fake output set points,
faked monitoring data
attack extension

# network interfaces under attack

# DER networks
# substation networks
# center networks

data frequency

periodic / asynchronous

periodic and asynchronous VC inputs/outputs

Table 4 security scenarios
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By instantiating the security space on Voltage Control use case network topology and information
assets, the security space (Figure 24) covers the security scenarios reported in the third column of
Table 4.

Figure 24 voltage control - security space

In order to better understand which are the monitoring measures useful for the detection tasks, we
analyze as the attack models described above can be instantiate on the Voltage Control use case. In
particular we consider the scenarios presented in Table 14.
ID

Criteria

Target

Function

Failure
Mode

Failure Cause

Failure Effect

1

energy
supply

network
infrastructure
(i.e. cable,
routers, etc..):
DER

communication
service

DoS
attacks to
DER

flooding
attack
towards DER

2

energy
supply

network
infrastructure
(i.e. cable,
routers, etc..):
primary
substation

communication
service

DoS
attacks to
substation

flooding
attack
towards
substation

3

energy
supply

network
infrastructure
(i.e. cable,
routers, etc..):
substation

communication
service

DoS
attacks to
substation

flooding
attack
towards
substation

DER is not able to
process setpoints
destined to it,
since its network
interface is not
available
primary
substation is not
able to send
setpoints to
controlled DERs.
DERs will operate
with obsolete
setpoints
substation is not
able to send
measurement
data to the
operation center
and is not able to
receive needed
inputs to the MVC
algorithm
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4

energy
supply

network
infrastructure
(i.e. cable,
routers, etc..):
operation
center

communication
service

DoS
attacks to
operation
center

flooding
attack
towards
operation
center

5

energy
supply

communication
service

fake DER
setpoint

man in the
middle or
masquerade
attack to DER

6

energy
supply

network
infrastructure
(i.e. cable,
routers, etc..):
substation
network
infrastructure
(i.e. cable,
routers, etc..):
substation

communication
service

fake TSO
signal

man in the
middle or
masquerade
attack to
substation

operation center
is not able to
receive
measurement
data from
substations and is
not able to send
needed
information to
MVC algorithms
DER will use
wrong set point

primary
substation
receives wrong
input data for the
MVC algorithm

Table 5 attack scenarios

5.2.3

Monitoring Measures

Specific monitoring measures can be identified and used in order to evaluate if an attack is active and
try to prevent the effects. Some of them are general communication indicators, but others are
specific to the application and traffic under analysis.
Here we refer to Voltage Control use case information flows with focus on DER – Primary Substation
and Control Centre - Primary Substation communications. In Table 6 some possible monitoring
measures are presented.
Monitoring Measures
RTT (Round Trip Time)-Report

Description
Time interval between the output of a report and the
reception of the corresponding TCP ack by the MMS
server

RTT-Setpoint
Inter-Report Time
Inter-Setpoint Time
# Retransmissions

Time interval between the output of a setpoint request
and the reception of the corresponding TCP ack by the
MMS client
Time interval between each two consecutive reports
Time interval between each two consecutive setpoints
Number of TCP Retransmissions for a report or a setpoint

Mean RTT Report

Mean Report Round Trip Time: the mean time between
the output of a report and the reception of the
corresponding TCP ack by the MMS server

Mean RTT Setpoint

Mean Setpoint Round Trip Time: the mean time between
the output of a setpoint request and the reception of the
corresponding TCP ack by the MMS client

Mean Inter Report Time

The mean time between each two consecutive reports
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Mean Inter Setpoint Time
# Lost Reports (NLR)
# Lost Setpoints (NLSP)
# Received Report (NRR)
# Received Setpoint (NRSP)
# Expected Report (NER)
# Expected Setpoint (NESP)
% Lost reports (PLR)
% Lost setpoints (PLSP)

The mean time between each two consecutive setpoints
Cumulative number of lost reports
Cumulative number of lost setpoints
Cumulative number of received reports
Cumulative number of received setpoints
Cumulative number of expected reports
Cumulative number of expected setpoints
Percentage of Lost Messages PLR=NLR/NER
Percentage of Lost Messages PLSP=NLSP/NESP

Time To Failure (TTF)

Inter Reconnection Time the time distance between two
consecutive TCP connection requests toward a given
substation from the TCP/IP client
Time To Failure the time distance between the beginning
of the attack and interruption of the communication with
a substation or DER, identified with the last received
message. A measure of the resistence to an attack before
a communication block

# Reconnections (NR)

Number of Reconnections the number of TCP connection
requests from the TCP/IP client

Inter Reconnection Time (IRT)

# Congestions

Mean Inter Reconnection Time (MIRT)
# Lost Center_substation_messages
(NLM)
# Received Center_substation _messages
(NRM)
# Expected Center_substation _messages
(NEM)
% Lost Center_substation _messages
(PLM)
% Used Bandwidth
# Open TCP Connections
# Tx Packets
# Rx Packets
Mean Delay
Throughput

Number of Congestions the total number of congestion
periods
Mean Inter Reconnection Time the mean time between
two consecutive TCP connection requests toward a given
substation issued by the TCP/IP client MIRT = Σ IRT / NR
Cumulative number of expected but not received
messages
Cumulative number of received messages
Cumulative number of expected messages
Percentage of Lost Messages PLM = NLM/NEM
Percentage of Bandwidth used for the communication
Number of open TCP connection
Number of transmitted packets
Number of received packets
Mean communication delay
Throughput of the connection

Table 6 monitoring measures

Not all the monitoring measures are useful for each type of attack, but it is necessary to select the
ones that provide information for the process attack under analysis. For example in order to prevent
the block of the connection due to a DoS flooding attack it is possible to observe the delay measures
as the RTT-Report , RTT-Setpoint or the Mean Delay. Also an increase of the %Used Bandwidth may
be a good indicator of a possible DoS flooding attack. If these measures are monitored before the
complete block of the communication it is possible to prevent the effect of the attack.
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Another example could be the study of the # Reconnections (NR) and Mean Inter Reconnection Time
(MIRT) measures. If the first value increase and/or the second decrease a possible reset attack could
be active.
5.2.4

Preliminary Evaluation

In this subsection we see an example of a very preliminary analysis of specific measures when a DoS
flooding attack is active. The results coming from the modeling activities performed in WP5 in order
to simulate the communications involved in the voltage control [22]. The scope is to show the
approach and not the punctual results. With the evolution of the activities, more precise models will
be developed and the results coming from the testbed will be available for the evaluation. The focus
of these experiments is the DER - Primary substation communication for the exchange of the DER
Measurements. Figure 25 plots the delay values for the normal traffic and when 1 and 2 attackers
perform a DoS flooding attack targeting the substation router. After a transient phase the steady
state shows as the delay increases. This means that if we monitor the delay value we are able to
suppose an active flooding attack and prevent the complete block of the communication.

Figure 25 delay analysis [21]

Other possible monitoring measure that can be used as attack indicators could be the Throughput
and Jitter values. If the Throughput decreases and the Jitter increases without a specific reason this
could means that a flooding attack is running. In Table 7 the punctual values of throughput, delay and
jitter for the different scenarios are presented.

Scenario

Throughput

Mean delay

Mean Jitter

Normal
1 attacker
2 attackers

1.86635
1.86553
1.86541

0.000320762
0.00486245
0.00828108

1.28826e-06
2.11107e-05
4.91251e-05

Table 7 statistics for different DoS flooding scenarios [21]

5.3

Summary and Outlook

The information obtained from the analysis of the possible accidental faults and attacks shall be used
to alert grid control and communication infrastructure. The grid control architecture, in this case,
takes into account that possible MV/LV assets could not be reached through the communication
means or that some of them are not correctly behaving and thus it is not possible to rely on them.
Significant examples scenarios are the circuit breaker controller, which does not send tripping
notification to the control centre and DER measurements that could not be able to reach the MVGC.
In the former a part of the grid is powered off without any notification to the control centre, which
likely relies on some asset that is then de-energized. In the latter needed DER measurement cannot
be used by the MVGC for the state estimation and the computation of new setpoints. The fault
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notification and prediction is very useful for grid control and network reconfigurator components,
since they can actuate recovery actions that are aimed at tackling the faulty situation. For example
the network reconfigurator can change the ICT communication topology in order to avoid the use of
the critical path implementing some redundant and independent route.
In this chapter we described the most relevant accidental faults and attack scenarios. We provided
useful information about which measurements should be monitored in order to detect and diagnose
such faults. We proposed a detailed architecture for the fault management component. We also
proposed the SPS algorithm combined with the CEP methodology in order to detect, predict and
diagnose accidental faults. The outlook for future works regards a refinement of the set of
monitoring variables to be taken into account for fault detection and diagnosis and the collection of
experimental results to validate the proposed algorithms and evaluate its performance.
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6 System Integration and Interaction
This chapter is meant to demonstrate the overall monitoring and fault management concepts and
how the introduced components can potentially work together. In order to do so, an example
scenario can be found in Figure 26, presenting the integration of the different software components
on physical hardware and the related data flows/interactions.

Figure 26 integrated setup of the presented monitoring and fault management concepts

Although the concepts can also be applied to different grid levels (c.f. D1.2 [17], where the
monitoring concepts/components are mapped to the different SmartC2Net use cases), the
introduced example scenario is based on the FTW testbed, which implements two basic grid control
loops in a low voltage grid:
 The main controllers of the energy management loop are running in the LVGC and the
CEMS/charging station. Households and charging stations report energy flexibilities to the
energy management control of the LVGC, which computes power schedules/plans back. Both
flexibility and schedules are 12 hours forecasts/plans instead of single values for one point in
time. The energy management loop is executed with a time period of 15 minutes. As a
consequence, delay is not an issue for the energy management control loop. Instead the
monitoring system provides a reliable service, reporting whether connectivity is up and
control signals where delivered successfully. The fault management system is not part of the
energy management control loop.
 The low voltage control loop is mainly executed on LVGC level. It registers target values to
the fault management component, defining voltage ranges, which do not require voltage
control. In case these ranges are violated, the voltage control algorithm calculates
countermeasure power setpoints. The control is then done periodically with a time period of
a couple of seconds. The power setpoints of the voltage control always overrules setpoints of
the energy management, as the voltage quality is the upmost criteria for the DSO.
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The fault management receives collected monitoring data in order to predict or detect and
diagnose faults that happened in both the communication network and the power grid. As
soon as it recognizes one of the above situations, it notifies both the grid controller and
network reconfiguration about that.

Additionally, the example scenario shows some implementation details. The publisher of the
monitoring system is fully implemented in C++ and contains the three most important components
(i.e. task manager, quality estimator and network QoS manager). Also processors and monitors are
implemented in C++. The monitoring API layer needs an implementation in the language of the using
application, as it is basically a linkable library with functions to access the monitoring system services.
Energy management and fault management will be implemented in Java. Interfacing the energy
management and fault management with the monitoring system is based on a networking library
called zeroMQ and Google protocol buffers for language independent data serialization. The
monitoring interface with legacy smart meters is done with standard DLMS/COSEM. The interfaces
between the voltage control and monitoring needs to be defined in the future as it depends on the
actual implementation environment (MatLab, C++, Java, etc.), which is not decided yet.
The following two sections show the interaction of the introduced monitoring and fault management
systems with “external” components using their services. The main users are grid controllers and the
network reconfiguration. To cover both, one example sequence diagram handles an accidental grid
fault and one an accidental ICT fault.
6.1.1

Accidental Grid Fault

The first example sequence diagram (c.f. Figure 27) shows interactions of a voltage control algorithm
with the fault management and the adaptive monitoring system. During initialization it starts with
the definition of target values and monitoring variable subscriptions from the voltage control and the
fault management components. After the adaptive monitoring has setup the measurement tasks,
grid measurements are being transmitted from the smart meters/sensors back to the adaptive
monitoring and then to the fault management. As long as the voltage(s) are below a threshold
previously defined by the voltage control, no measurement is forwarded to the voltage control
algorithm as no immediate action is necessary.
After this initialization phase, we assume that an accidental grid fault happens, which is detected by
the fault management by analysing the grid measurements (voltage, current, power, etc.) it received.
The detected fault triggers a fault notification from the fault management to the voltage control,
which includes the cause of the fault (e.g. a faulty circuit breaker). Often, a faulty grid component will
also cause power quality issues (e.g. a voltage which is over a threshold). As a result of this, the
adaptive monitoring starts to forward these measurements to the voltage control. The voltage
control switches from idle mode to control mode, calculates countermeasure power setpoints after
requesting power flexibilities from the energy management component, which are sent to the CEMS
components. The voltage control is executed as long as the power quality issue remains. If the fault
was cleared, this is notified to the fault management and the system goes back to the stable state in
which no voltage measurements are forwarded to the voltage control as everything is ok.
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Energy
Management

Voltage Control

Fault
Management

target values

voltage(s)
threshold

Adaptive
Monitoring

grid subscriptions(s)
voltage subscription(s)
grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)

Smart Meters /
Sensors

CEMS

setup measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)

accidental grid fault
fault notification
(e.g. faulty circuit breaker)
voltage measurement(s)
(voltage(s) > threshold)

grid measurement(s)

grid measurement(s)

flexibilities?
flexibilities
power setpoint(s)
voltage measurement(s)
(voltage(s) > threshold)

grid measurement(s)

power setpoint(s)
grid measurement(s)

flexibilities?
flexibilities
power setpoint(s)

power setpoint(s)

no fault
fault cleared
voltage(s)
threshold

grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)

grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)
grid measurement(s)

Figure 27 example sequence diagram showing interactions in case of an accidental grid fault

6.1.2

Accidental ICT Fault

Figure 28 mainly depicts the interactions between the fault management and the adaptive monitoring with the network reconfiguration component. In
particular, the fact that the fault management is also requesting and receiving grid measurements to detect grid faults (like described in the previous section) is
hidden in this figure for simplicity. After the initialization phase, the requested monitoring tasks trigger the setup of the measurements. Afterwards, the
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requested voltage and ICT measurements are provided from the sensors/smart meters to the adaptive monitoring and then to the fault management
component. After a couple of iterations, we assume an accidental ICT fault, which is detected by the fault management. Consequently, the fault management is
notifying the network reconfiguration about the detected fault (e.g. a crashed communication node/router). This triggers possible network reconfiguration
actions and the adaptive monitoring is notified about the related changes in the communication QoS. In addition, the target values of the network
reconfiguration might be updated triggering an updated set of ICT subscriptions of the fault management. Finally, the adaptive monitoring is changing its
holistic monitoring configuration and sending out the new measurement configurations to the according smart meters/sensors. Afterwards, the fault is
considered to be handled and the adaptive monitoring is providing ICT measurements to the fault management normally in order to detect future ICT issues.

Voltage Control

Fault
Management

Adaptive
Monitoring

target values
ICT subscription(s)
voltage subscription(s)

ICT measurement(s)
ICT measurement(s)
ICT measurement(s)

accidental ICT fault

Network
Reconfiguration

Smart Meters /
Sensors

QoS subscription(s)
setup measurement(s)
voltage/ICT measurement(s)
voltage/ICT measurement(s)
voltage/ICT measurement(s)
failure notification
(e.g. node crashed)
QoS limitations

updated target values
updated ICT subscription(s)

adaptive task
management
no fault
(i.e. fault handled)

update measurement(s) setup

ICT measurement(s)
ICT measurement(s)
ICT measurement(s)

voltage/ICT measurement(s)
voltage/ICT measurement(s)
voltage/ICT measurement(s)

Figure 28 example sequence diagram showing interactions in case of an accidental ICT fault
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7 Grid Demand Inference From Cellular Network Monitoring
7.1

Scenario

The smartness of a city, or a part of a whole metropolitan area, expresses itself in how its
components are built to improve their efficiency, for example how the energy distribution system
can be improved to reduce environmental and economic impact, providing at the same time a more
reliable and comfortable service to the people. Considering how quickly are changing the needs in a
such scenario, with the growing spread of distributed and discontinuous power generators (let’s
think to the ones renewable-resources based) and the gradual raise of electric vehicles (to supply
with proper stations), identifying as close as possible grid demand in a fast and reactive way becomes
a pivotal issue. In this context, finding methods to forecast and predict people demand gains a crucial
importance in order to understand how to ameliorate the energy distribution grid.

7.2

Objectives

One of the most important goals to achieve by the realization of a Smart Grid is the reduction of
waste in terms of energy provided. A distribution system with more energy produced than spent,
without a weighted consumption analysis, risks to reveal itself as an inefficient and expensive system,
both for managers and end users.
As introduced in D2.1 [14], demand forecast methods afford a decisive support to understand how
something (for example, the price of an asset) is affected by the “objects” (for example, social and/or
climatic conditions) around it in order to obtain a close estimation of its future trends.
Current forecast methods have difficulties to precisely predict, in a limited advance, energy
fluctuation happening on a short period of observation, moreover they do not reflect properly new
habits affecting energy consumption. To overcome these limitations we explored a new method
based on heterogeneous data sources aggregation related to energy demand able to provide
forecast in limited time window, depicting real time charge fluctuation. To achieve this goal we
introduced a component in SmartC2Net overall architecture able to predict energy consumptions in
the conditions above discussed.
Within the Monitoring System object of this deliverable, in our assumption the solution proposed in
this chapter places itself as an external component connected to the Grid in communication with a
Distribution Management System to periodically receive historical consumption data. This data is
then aggregated and thus elaborated together with cellular network base ones by means of the
forecast demand algorithm discussed below. The results of this process will be so transmitted to the
DMS, in order to be evaluated and used for appropriate purposes.

7.3

Input Measurements and Parameters

Our idea is that it is possible to estimate how much energy has to be used in a certain area starting
off by calculating how many people is dynamically located there in a certain moment. Knowing
where and how long people are distributed is information we obtain by aggregating data from
cellular network, such as mobile data, voice and SMS events.
These data are collected from a group of probes, which intercept network events and collect them
opportunely (for details see D2.1 [14]). The events gathered as above come from a network divided
into about 2000 areas, called cells, covering the whole metropolitan area of Milan, on the order of
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thousands per minute. Each stored event is identified by its timestamp, the IMSI of whom “caused” it
(obfuscated to maintain the privacy of the customer) and the geographical cell where it is occurred.
As mentioned above, to understand how grid demand will change and in which direction, the
observation of the actual trend of energy demand covers a pivotal role.
For our analysis, we are using consumption data from A2A, one of the DSO for the city of Milan.
These data concern a limited sector inside the central metropolitan area, split between ten sections
covering a group of addresses. Every section is related to a certain substation, which provide energy
for the buildings belonging to that section; so, for the rest of this chapter we will refer to these
buildings simply as station, distinguishing each one by a primal number. Data DSO gives us points out
the amperage of each station every fifteen minutes for about two weeks for month, in order to show
us a pretty wide look to their behaviour.
For example:
Station Day
Hour Ampere
…
…
…
09/06/2014 12:00 119,52
09/06/2014 12:15
115,7
7
09/06/2014 12:30 135,41
09/06/2014 12:45 134,46
09/06/2014 13:00 126,51
…
…
…

It means that from 12:31 to 12:45 buildings related to station 7 was fed by it with 134,46 A.
The electric charge provided for each station is a sum of the LV ones generated for the three-phase
users and the single-phase users (adapting this method to this classification is currently out of the
scope of this analysis)
Energy requests are influenced by the climatic situation around. Let’s imagine a very cloudy day,
warmed by strong hot weather, or a sunny week with each day characterized by low temperature all
day long. The estimation of energy demand in these scenarios implies that our analysis must consider
how many people will be forced to use more energy to warm (or cool down) house although the
number of daylight hours or cloud coverage. We have therefore to collect a proper set of information
regarding meteorological situation, to add them in the prediction model we’ll describe below
To enrich our study, we decided to introduce some supplemental parameters:
 Temperature indexes, in particular:
o Heat index: the air temperature we feel depending on relative humidity [5][6]
o (new) Summer simmer index: a new index calculated as a function of air temperature
and relative humidity, for Celsius degrees above 22 it pictures closer the complaint
caused by heat because it points out the temperature it would feel like in a dry
environment such as a desert. [7][8][9]
 Cloudiness
o We translate this condition applying primal numbers to represent how much sky is
covered:
 Mostly cloudy = 5; Cloudy = 4; Partly cloudy = 3; Few clouds = 2; Sunny = 1
 UV index
o From 1 (minimum) to > 10 (extremely high)
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As we do for cellular events distribution, we can correlate this parameters with the energy
consumption, so that we can find the fittest to satisfy our analysis.

7.4

System Design

As discussed in deliverable D2.1 [14], the cellular events we use to derive the dynamic distribution
are stored in an Origin-Destination table, a matrix of time and space which describes SIM patterns
from a cell to another for a certain observation period ∆T. In this way we are able to derive the
durations of the user movements along the city thought the cells that constitute it.
On the other side, we now have to include power consumption data in this schema, geolocating
them inside the city map to match with cellular network cells.
Jointly with the DSO which provide us these data and RSE, the stations to analyse has been chosen in
a limited central area of Milan, which peculiarities are common to many other zones, in order to
simplify the analysis as well as to create a model useful to later describe the rest of the city.
Knowing every station is related to a group of addresses, it needs to picture them and understand
how much of each cell they occupy.
We know, for example, that the cell a houses a number x of events and cell b a number y of events,
and the station k is constituted by three building, lying on a and b and occupying them respectively
for za and zb percent. Because in our environment the events in every cell appear as equally
distributed, we can assume that in station k occurs the sum of the za percent of the events x and the
zb percent of the events y.
About the climatic parameters, our assumption is simpler: in this intermediate phase we still
considering the central area of Milan, whose dimension is not as wide as requiring more than one set
of different meteorological indexes. So at a particular ∆T, the whole group of available stations in
this study is affected by the same heat/UV index and it is covered by the same cloudy (or not) sky.
7.4.1

Defining the Areas of Interest

We developed a graphic tool to select the location of buildings belonging to a certain station in
Google Map by drawing a polygon and capture their coordinates in a .CSV to be stored in our DB, in
order to point out them in a .OSM on Quantum Gis software and calculate the areas intercepted
inside the VO metropolitan cells, as shown in the figures below.
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Figure 29 graphic tool to draw polygon pointing out an address

Each coloured area belongs to a certain address and it contains a part of a VO cell where a part of its
total events detected occurs. A station contains the events happened in the areas with the same
colours

Figure 30 map of analysed area with energy stations in foreground

7.5

Algorithmic Realisations

The approach to define the demand forecasting algorithm is described in deliverable D2.1 [14] as
based upon the assumption that the events from cellular network that describe the dynamic
distribution of SIM cards in a certain geographical area are correlated with real Grid demand. As
initially introduced in the previous paragraphs, the following step behind the construction of our
model is encouraged by the idea that weather conditions affect power consumptions, especially in
the sphere of household usage.
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From a conceptual point-of-view, the approach is mainly constituted by two phases:
1. The built of a statistical model from the observation of historical data
2. The implementation of the significant models to estimate and predict energy consumption
when exercised with real-time data.
Starting from the aim of correlating the two main information available, that it to say cell events
versus energy consumptions, we tried to find statistical significant model to describe this
correspondence using linear, logarithmic and polynomial regression functions [10][11].
In the first case, a system of two variables, the independent variables Xs representing the Vodafone
network events and mobile users distribution and the dependent variables Ys as the power usages
are the main arguments for the univariate regression analysis, according to the following writings:
Linear
Logarithmic
Polynomial

(

where m is the coefficient of x, b is the y-intercept, and n the degree of the function.
Including climatic parameters entails changing a few the perspective. The additional variables we
suggest are heat/SSI, UV and cloudiness indexes, but to avoid using parameters that apparently could
satisfy a good R2 without having an efficient estimation model, we decide to correlate each of these
indexes with the Ys above to find the fittest variables which help us to match closely to our objective.
For heat/SSI index
For UV index
For sky coverage index

R2=0,586 (relevant)
R2= 0,655 (relevant)
R2= 0,156 (not relevant, to be excluded)

The additional arguments found as above will be so part for a multivariate regression analysis,
according to the following formula:

where mn is the n-th coefficient of the n-th independent variable xn and b is the y-intercept.
In this context:

where x1 is the set of cell events, x2 is the set of heat indexes, x3 is the set of UV indexes.
The quality of the found model has been assessed by means of the cross-validation technique to
compute the absolute and relative error when estimating the energy consumption.

7.6

Results and Experiences

The output of this phase described above is a set of significant models that describe the correlation
computed by the regressions for a meaningful sample of stations.
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In our example, we examined a group of nine stations (stations with missing primal numbers had no
data available in this phase). Figure below shows the dispersion of the energy consumption (x-axis)
and the cellular networks events computed in hourly time-window in the area covered by the energy
station (y-axis) for the data collected in days 9-10-11 and 16-17-18 June 2014 (146 data points in
total). We chose this timeslot because it is equally divided in two weeks, the first one characterized
by true “dog days” (29° C as average temperature, up to 34° C), the consecutive week with springy
temperatures with about ten Celsius degrees of average temperature less than the previous one. In
this way, we have in one month two different and relevant climatic examples.

Figure 31 dispersion of energy consumption and people stationing around the stations

Figure 31 shows the dispersion of the energy consumption (x-axis) and the cellular networks events
computed in hourly time-window in the area covered by the energy station (y-axis).
The figure shows also the logarithmic functions that better describe the correlation between
dependent and independent variables and the R2 value which indicates how well data fit the
statistical model.
As pictured above, all stations are described by a relevant statistical model with a R2 greater than 0.5.
The graph also suggests the identification of two groups of curves with a similar “electrical”
behaviour: the first group relates to stations 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and the second one to stations 4, 7, 11, 12.
For example, with a multivariate regression on each station, two of the most representative
regression functions belonging to Group 1 and Group2 have an R2 of 0.93 and 0.88, respectively.
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2

Figure 32 coefficients and R for each station

We’ll apply the equations based on values resulted from station 2 and 11, respectively upon the
other stations of the same group,
on stations 1, 3, 8, 9
on stations 4, 7, 12
The cross-validation of the two multivariate models that refer to the aforementioned R2, confirmed
the quality of the models. The two models are able to estimate the energy consumption with an
average relative standard error of 16,42% (see fig. below)
Station Real consumptions (avg) Estimate consumptions (avg) Std. Err Rel. Std. Err (%)
1
708,34
660,04
110,36
15,58
3
1042,50
967,45
179,18
17,19
4
728,45
586,65
98,89
13,58
7
406,40
555,78
109,82
27,02
8
1131,50
972,80
163,67
14,47
9
1331,08
764,70
162,84
12,23
12
665,98
545,96
99,37
14,92
Figure 33 results of models applied

Since the relative standard error is less than 25%, the two models can be considered reliable enough
for general adoption [12][13].

7.7

Perspectives for Integration in Future Smart Grid Prediction Systems

The appliance of this methodology can find its proper application mainly in the estimation of the
necessary power to generate.
In this phase, however, we are not able to exactly circumscribe time effectiveness of our algorithm. It
is certainly a tangle to unravel, in order to allow the best fit within future Smart Grid scenarios.
From the DSO point of view, for example, we can point out both monitoring and operations
necessities. In the first case, it requires a strong level of reactivity, with real-time estimations or at
least timing very close to simultaneity. It’s about mission critical environments and it is strictly
connected to grid capabilities of low latency transmission data. On the operations side, a DSO acts as
energy provider inside a specific market. It goes without saying, the prediction area is crucial for DSO
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long term activity and knowing how reduce its own effort, both hardware and software, lead to
greater earnings. For this reason, a predictive solution opportunely tuned for forecasts about the
next 24 hours and over can reveal itself as extremely useful. One of the further steps will focus in
enclosing forecasting into different timeslots, in order to calibrate the time-window of estimation
and adapt the analysis to meet correspondent requirements.
About demand forecasting, we studied an urban area where, theoretically, cell events and power
consumptions are balanced. Our hypothesis is, in fact, that network event density in this zone is
proportionally related to how much energy is used, because we talked about cell with high thickness
of domestic buildings, which consumptions are adjusted for little amounts of people but deeply
concentrated together. This hypothesis finds confirmation by the levels of statistical correlations
discussed above. In addition, we overlooked the weight of the voltage phases, which contribution is
to be later considered.
To enrich our analysis to a more thorough level, we should be able to forecast grid demand also in
cases of non-urban areas, for example rural zones, where are located large industrial plants with very
massive consumptions despite low people density, therefore less network events.

7.8

Summary and Outlook

In this chapter we presented the intermediate phase of construction of the algorithm to forecast grid
demand. This solution has yet to be improved, but experimental results we already obtained are
optimistic and they form a further basis to develop our method. Moreover, we need to prove its
goodness apart from new data we are going to include in it, so that we can understand if the
arguments we adopted here are valid enough or not.
As anticipated above, our next objective should be the realization of a forecasting method that
surpass the context in which it is applied, adapting itself to the various possibilities a smart grid can
consider.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook
At first, this deliverable presented the detailed architecture of the SmartC2Net quality-oriented
adaptive monitoring system including the related algorithmic concepts. Adaptation includes a
dynamic decision how variables are accessed (e.g. push, pull, event-based), which update frequency
is to be used and when events are forwarded to according control algorithms. It is based on the
mismatch probability metric, which is well suited for optimization of communication network
requirements (e.g. bandwidth, delay, loss, etc.), as it takes not only controller requirements, but also
monitoring variable dynamics into account. These mismatch probabilities are used as main data
quality metric within SmartC2Net. Details on the quality estimation approach can be found in
deliverable D3.2 [15]. Grid controllers as well as the monitoring system internal task manager
potentially use it. Apart from a detailed description of this adaptive monitoring task management, all
software components and according interfaces were specified in detail (interface functions, message
sequence diagrams). Future work of the adaptive monitoring system includes detailed simulation
studies of the task management approach. It will be shown, that, compared to a static monitoring
solution, more monitoring tasks can be executed without violation of their data quality
requirements. In addition, its resilience to variable QoS of the communication network will be
studied, which is, among others, one main objective of the SmartC2Net project. In a second step, a
task management scenario will be implemented for the communication testbed, showing its
behavior and performance on real communication technologies and grid control algorithms. Details
on the communication testbed can be found in deliverable D6.1 [18] and in the future deliverable
D6.2 [19].
A second part of this deliverable is dedicated to the fault management system. Fault notification and
prediction is very useful for grid control and network reconfiguration components, since they can
actuate recovery actions that are aimed at tackling the faulty situation. For example, the network
reconfiguration can change the ICT communication topology in order to avoid the use of the critical
path implementing some redundant and independent route. Details of the network reconfiguration
approach are described in deliverable D3.2 [15]. This document contains the description of the most
relevant accidental faults and attack scenarios. In addition, it provides useful information about
which measurements should be performed in order to detect and diagnose such faults. A detailed
architecture of the fault management component is proposed. The SPS algorithm combined with the
CEP methodology, in order to detect, predict and diagnose accidental faults, was also proposed. The
outlook for future work regards a refinement of the set of monitoring variables to be taken into
account for fault detection and diagnosis and the collection of experimental results to validate the
proposed algorithms and evaluate its performance.
Finally, the approach for grid demand inference described here uses mainly cellular network data to
estimate and predict the energy consumption of a city. We studied it by means of a real-world case
study with real cellular network and energy consumption data, together with climatic parameters,
for a limited area in the center of Milan and we validated the models with promising results. The
ability to forecast the energy demand and also the identification of different usage categories, such
as business, residential, commercial, etc. was shown. The application of this methodology can find its
best fit in DSO sphere on short-term consumption forecast that cannot be matched by current
forecast methods that are not able to predict short-term fluctuation of the energy demand.
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Appendix
Monitoring Standards
IEC 62351
The IEC 62351 series address the information security for power system control operations. As the
other IEC standard series, the IEC 62351 series is structured in “Parts” as shown in Figure 34. Part 1
and 2 define respectively the general standard scope and concepts and the glossary. Part 3 to 6 and
part 11 addresses specific protocols or entity protection. Part 7, 8 and 9 are general parts with the
goal of covering some enabling features that are needed in order to allow the other more
protocol/entity specific IEC 62351 parts to operate.
In particular we focus on Part 7: Network and System Management (NSM) Data Object Models.

IEC TC57 Communication Standards

IEC 62351 Security Standards
IEC 62351 Part 1: Introduction
IEC 62351 Part 2: Glossary

IEC 62351 Part 4: Profiles
including MMS

IEC 61850 over MMS

IEC 62351 Part 5: IEC 60870-5
& Derivatives

IEC 61850 GOOSE & SV

IEC 62351 Part 6: IEC 61850
Profiles

IEC 61970 & IEC 61968 CIM

IEC 62351 Part 9: Cybersecurity
Key Management

IEC 60870-5-101 & Serial
DNP3

IEC 62351 Part 8: Role-Based
Access Control (RBAC)

IEC 60870-5-104 & DNP3

IEC 62351 Part 7 Object Models for
Network Management

IEC 62351 Part 3: Profiles
including TCP/IP

IEC 62351 Part 11: Security for XML
Files

IEC 60870-6: TASE.2 (ICCP)

IEC 62351 Part10: Security Architecture Guidelines for TC57 Systems

Figure 34 IEC 62351 parts

IEC 62351 Part 7: Network and System Management (NSM) Data Object Models
IEC 62351-7 defines network and system management (NSM) data object models that are specific to
power system operations. These NSM data objects will be used to monitor the health of networks
and systems, to detect possible security intrusions, and to manage the performance and reliability of
the information infrastructure. In other words the goal of this standard is to define a standardized set
of object that the end systems (for instance IEDs) will expose to allow the monitoring and the
management from a centralized NSM infrastructure. This NSM infrastructure can collect both
statistics and events from the end systems and carry out the correlation with the information coming
from other systems (i.e. routers, firewalls or ID). This correlation can enable the early recognition of
degradation, errors or attacks.
Using the concepts developed in the IETF Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) standards
for network management, IEC 62351-7 defines NSM data object models that are specific to power
system operations.
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It is currently ongoing a revision activity of IEC 62351-7 with the goal to release edition 2 as an IS in
order to overcome the current limitation that actually will not allow to deploy completely this TS.
Monitoring standard IEC62351 Part 7 applied to Medium Voltage use case

Figure 35 IEC 62351 Part 7 monitoring architecture for MVC use case

Considering the Medium Voltage Control use case, the hardware and software components could be
divided into three different domains based on their ownership: TSO, DSO and DER. For example,
TSO/EMS belongs to TSO domain, and DMS in DSO control centre and MVGC/SAS in primary
substation both belong to the DSO domain.
Focusing on the DSO domain, to conform to IEC 62351-7 which defines NSM data objects used to
monitor and control the networks and end systems, and to detect possible security intrusions, the
overall architecture of network and system management with the support of ICT monitor and
maintenance, shown in Figure 35, is proposed.
The main network devices (routers, switches, firewalls etc.) in the DSO control centre LAN, substation
LANs and DSO control network shall be connected with the subnet of DSO ICT maintenance network
for ICT monitoring and controlling (shown as red communication link). So that the network
monitoring information, such as network configuration information, network backup monitoring,
communication performance and failure report, could be collected by the ICT monitor in NSM data
objects (shown as grey dots attached to the routers/servers in Figure 35); as well as the network
configuration controlling commands could be sent by ICT maintenance to each network device. For
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instance, one example controlling link from ICT maintenance to one router is displayed as blue
dashed link in Figure 35.
End system health monitoring can be achieved through a combination of internal and external
assessment methods. Especially for the external assessment, a security server is included inside each
DSO substation/centre to collect the monitoring information in NSM data objects (displayed as grey
dots) from each end system in the same substation/centre. Also the two red dashed lines show the
two examples of logic links for controlling messages generated from ICT maintenance to DMS and
MVGC respectively to perform the security control and management for end systems located in DSO
centre and substation. Furthermore, server agent of DMS in DSO centre and each security server in
substation shall be connected respectively with the server agent of ICT monitor, which collects the
monitoring measurement for both end systems and network devices in DSO domain, illustrated in
Figure 35 as green dashed line.
To detect security intrusions, both the passive and active monitoring techniques are supported to be
deployed for IDS. In the passive monitoring architecture, the possible passive observation points are
deployed in the substation’s local network behind the intermediate systems (i.e. routers and
switches). Considering the active IDS, one example is the security agent integrated within MVGC
server, which collects the alerts from different layers in the protocol stack in order to monitor for
possible security attacks and send data in NSM data objects.
For other domains like DER and TSO domains, similar ICT architecture utilized for monitoring and
maintenance shall be established.
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Detailed Monitoring System Architecture
Registration & Config

QoS Requirements and
Constraints

Service Notifications

Monitoring Information

Connection
Guard

UDP/TCP/IP

zeroMQ

61850-7

Protocol Buffers

DLMS/COSEM

API

Cross-Domain Interface

Registration & Config

zeroMQ

DATA LABELLING

QUALITY
ESTIMATOR

NETWORK
QOS
MANAGER

UDP/TCP/IP

MONITORING
DATA ACCESS

Protocol Buffers

Publisher

Authentication

TASK MANAGER

UDP/TCP/IP

UDP/TCP/IP

Blockmon
IEC61850

Dedicated (e.g. gossiplike)

zeroMQ

Filter Control

Plug-in Processor
Grid State Estimation

Cost Estimator

Protocol Buffers

Aggregation
Control

zeroMQ
Protocol Buffers

Task
Monitor

Dedicated (e.g. gossip-like)

compression

batch

profiles

threshold

outlier

mean
estimation

IDE

Time Functions

Adaptive Task
Scheduler

MDA Interconnect State Management

Data Index

Security/Encryption

Access
Policies

Addressing, Naming and Discovery

MDA Interconnect Client/Server

Database

61850-7

DLMS/COSEM

Legacy
Concentrator

Aggregation
Filtering

DLMS/COSEM
Available

Pre-Processing
Control

C++/Matlab

UDP/TCP/IP

DLMS/COSEM
Dedicated (e.g. gossiplike)
SNMP

Collection
Control

zeroMQ

Protocol Buffers

collection method
multi-hop, polling/push

Pre-Processing

Dedicated (e.g. gossip-like)

RAW measurement collection

Collection

technology
adaptation

RMON
IPFIX/NETFLOW

OWD/RTT
ping, timestamps

Loss
time window

Capacity
burst transmissions

Flow Statistics
#connections

Local Publisher Data

Grid/Asset Value
U, I, P, Q, #out

Observation
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Monitoring Framework Interface Details
The interfaces between the subcomponents described in this appendix relies on a number of different parameter types. Table 8 provides a listing of these
parameter types.
PARAMETER NAME

DESCRIPTION

subID
domain
address

unique monitoring subscription ID
specifies a (sub-)domain of the smart grid (format to be defined: e.g. IP network addresses)
specifies an address of an item of the smart grid (e.g. IP/Port).

variable
subType
priority

defines a specific monitoring variable (e.g. logical device/node, dataset, attribute, etc.)
subscription type: single/periodic/event (e.g. threshold)
monitoring priority in relation to other subscriptions/tasks (important for task management)

requirements

metaData
state

various requirements are possible:
[fmin, f2, f3, …, fmax] - set of acceptable access frequencies (only for periodic monitoring tasks)
dmax– upper boundary for delay
lossmax – upper boundary for loss rate
mmPrmax – mismatch probability upper boundary
meta-data format (jitter, distributions, delay, probabilities, etc.)
Actual state of monitoring task (e.g. running, degraded, pending, rejected, etc.)

variableType

monitoring variable type used for querying the variable list from a publisher (e.g. voltage, power, delay, bandwidth, etc. (or ALL))

compID

unique identifier of a component registered at the monitoring system

failureType
indicates the type of failure that has been detected
itemType
indicates whether the item which has been affected by a failure is an ICT or a grid component
predictedFailureType indicates the type of a failure that has been predicted
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measureID
correctTarget

specifies a unique ID of a measurement
this is a data structure which specifies the following:
 a correct value
 the measure unit
 an admitted deviation from the correct value (optional)
Table 8 parameter types required for presented interface

Interface Function
subID regSubscription (domain,
address, variable, subType, priority,
requirements, metaData)

Parameters and Description
Function used by users of the grid/network monitoring system to request a
single,
periodic
or
event-based
monitoring
task.
Returns subscription ID (subID) or NACK (incl. failure code).

ret updSubscription (subID, subType,
priority, requirements, metaData)

Function to update the QoS requirements of an already running
subscription/monitoring task (defined by the unique subscription ID subID).
This function might also be extended/used to pause and continue a
subscription without deleting/unsubscribing. Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure
code).
Function to stop and delete a running subscription/monitoring task (defined
by the subscription ID subID). Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).

ret delSubscription (subID)

ret pubData (subID, value, unit,
metaData)

ret notify (subID, state)

Delivers new data (measurements, processing output, estimation, etc.) of a
running monitoring task (defined by the unique subscription ID subID) to the
according subscriber(s). Besides the value and the unit, additional metaData
is calculated and provided (jitter, statistic variable distributions, mismatch
probabilities, etc.). The subscriber optionally returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure
code). This depends on the importance and priority of the published
monitoring variable.
Function used by the task manager to notify a subscriber (i.e. controller, fault
management or network reconfiguration) about a changed state of a running

Called by
Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager
Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager

Destination
Task Manager

Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager
Task Manager

Task Manager

Task Manager

Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network

Task Manager

Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager
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list[] queryList (domain,
variableType)

ret regComponent (compID, type)

subscription/monitoring task (defined by the subscription ID subID).
Examples of a changed state are a specific monitoring service that cannot be
provided anymore or a monitoring task that will be run at a slower/lower,
but still acceptable frequency/data quality. Moreover, generic monitoring
failures can be reported by using special predefined subscription IDs. Returns
ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Function to query a monitoring variable list (topic list) from a task manager.
Either all possible variables can be listed, or variables related to a specific
domain and/or of a specific variableType. Returns topic list or NACK (incl.
failure code).
Function used by (external/internal) users of the task manager to register
and authenticate.

Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager
Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager

Task Manager

Grid Control, Fault
Management, Network
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager
Table 9 list of generic external interface functions (task manager functions)

Task Manager

compID … unique ID provided by the (external/internal) component.
type … controller, fault management, network reconfiguration, network QoS
Manager.

ret unregComponent (compID, …)

Interface Function
String ack failureNotification (String
failureType, boolean itemType,
String domain, String address)

Reconfiguration,
Network QoS Manager

Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Function used by (external/internal) users of the task manager to unregister.

Description
This function is used by the fault management to notify a failure which is
detected in the system.

Called by
Fault Management

Task Manager

Provided
Grid Control

Input Parameters:



failureType: states the type of failure that has been detected
itemType: states whether the item which has been affected by a failure
is an ICT or a Grid component.
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domain: specifies the domain of item which is affected by a failure.
address: specifies the address of the item which is affected by a failure

Output Parameters:
String ack failurePrediction (String
predictedFailureType, String
itemType, String domain, String
address)

 ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
This function is used to communicate a failure prediction. The function
parameters are defined as follows:

Fault Management

Grid Control

Grid Control

Fault Management

Grid Control

Fault Management

Input Parameters:





predictedFailureType: states the type of the failure that has been
predicted
itemType: states whether the item which is likely to be affected by a
failure is an ICT or a Grid component.
domain: specifies the domain of item which is likely to be affected by a
failure.
address: specifies the address of the item which is likely to be affected
by a failure.

Output Parameters:
String status regController (String
controller-ID, String type, String
domain, String address)

 ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
Function used by grid controllers to do registration and authentication.

Input Parameters:





controller-ID: specifies the unique ID of the Network Reconfiguration
element
type: specifies which kind of element of the Network reconfiguration
system is.
Domain: specifies the domain of item which is registering.
address: specifies the address of the item which is registering.

Output Parameters:


String ack subscribeMeasureTarget
(String domain, String address, String
measure-ID, String measureID, String
correctTarget)

status: specifies the result of the authentication operation
SUCCESS/FAILED. If authentication fails status includes failure code
This function is used to subscribe a correct target value (possibly including a
range or upper/lower boundary) for a particular measure.). This value is
intended as correct service state. A deviation, which exceeds the allowed one
from this target is considered a failure. This will probably be done for a subset
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(most important) of the controller monitoring variables.

Input Parameters:




Domain: specifies the domain of item from which the measurement is
kept.
Address: specifies the address of the item from which the measurement
is kept.
correctTarget: this (XML) data structure contains the correct value of
the measurement, its measure unit and the allowed deviation from the
correct value.

Output Parameters:
String ack gridStatusUpdate (graph
gridTopologyUpdate)

 ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
This function is used by the grid controller to notify the fault management about
an update of the grid topology.

Grid Control

Fault Management

Grid Control

Fault Management

Called by
Fault Management

Provided
Network Reconfiguration

Input Parameters:


gridTopologyUpdate: defines the grid update (e.g. an XML)

Output Parameters:
String ack ctrlInitialization (graph
gridTopoplogy)

 ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
Used to initialize the fault management and tell which is the grid topology.

Input Parameters:


gridTopoplogy: defines the grid topology (e.g. XML)

Ouput Parameters:


Interface Function
String ack failureNotification (String
failureType, String itemType, String
domain, String address)

ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
Table 10 fault management – grid control interface functions

Parameters and Description
This function is used by the fault management to notify a failure which is
detected in the system.

Input Parameters:



failureType: states the type of failure that has been detected
itemType: states whether the item which has been affected by a
failure is an ICT or a Grid component.
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Domain: specifies the domain of item which is affected by a failure.
address: specifies the address of the item which is affected by a
failure.

Output Parameters:
 ack: returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
String ack alert (String
predictedFailureType, String
itemType, String domain, String
address)

This function is used to communicate a prediction about a failure. The
function parameters are defined as follows:

Fault Management

Network Reconfiguration

Network Reconfiguration

Fault Management

Network Reconfiguration

Fault Management

Input Parameters:






predictedFailureType: states the type of the failure that has been
predicted
itemType: states whether the item which is likely to be affected by a
failure is an ICT or a Grid component.
domain: specifies the domain of item which is likely to be affected
by a failure.
address: specifies the address of the item which is likely to be
affected by a failure.

Output Parameters:
 ack: returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
String status regReconf (String
reconf-ID, String type, String domain,
String address)

Function used by network reconfiguration to do registration and
authentication.

Input Parameters:




reconf-ID: specifies the unique ID of the Network Reconfiguration
element
type: specifies which kind of element of the Network
reconfiguration system is.
Domain: specifies the domain of item which is registering.
Address: specifies the address of the item which is registering.


Output Parameters:


String ack subscribeMeasureTarget
(String (domain, String address,

status: specifies the result of the authentication operation
SUCCESS/FAILED. If authentication fails status includes failure code
This function is used to subscribe a correct target value (possibly including a
range or upper/lower boundary) for a particular measurement. This value is
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String measure-ID, String measureID,
String correctTarget)

intended as correct service state. A deviation which exceeds the allowed one
from this target is considered a failure. This will probably be done for a
subset (most important) of the network reconfiguration monitoring
variables.

Input Parameters:





Domain: specifies the domain of item from which the measurement
is kept.
address: specifies the address of the item from which the
measurement is kept.
correctTarget: this (XML) data structure contains the correct value
of the measurement, its measure unit and the allowed deviation
from the correct value.

Output Parameters:
String ack sendTopologyUpdate
(graph nwTopologyUpdate)

 ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
This method is used by the NW reconfiguration to notify the fault
management about an update in the network topology and current routes.

Network Reconfiguration

Fault Management

Network Reconfiguration

Fault Management

Network Reconfiguration

Fault Management

Input Parameters:


nwTopologyUpdate: defines the network update (e.g. an XML)

Output Parameters:
ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
String ack nwInitialization (graph
nwTopoplogy)

String ack nwFailureNotification
(String failureType, String itemType,
String domain, String address)

Used to initialize the fault management and tell which is the NW topology.

Input Parameters:
 nwTopoplogy: defines the network topology (e.g. XML)
Output Parameters:
 ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
This function is used by the NW Reconfiguration to notify the Fault
Management a failure which is detected in the network.

Input Parameters:



failureType: states the type of failure that has been detected
itemType: states whether the item which has been affected by a
failure is an ICT or a Grid component.
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address: specifies the address of the item which is affected by a
failure.

Output Parameters:


Interface Function
rquID addRequirement (sdnID,
src_socket, dst_socket, QoS,
diffServ_class)

ret updRequirement (sdnID, rquID,
QoS, diffServ_class)

ret rmvRequirement (sdnID, rquID)
or
(sdnID, src_socket, dst_socket)

ack: Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code)
Table 11 fault management - network reconfiguration interface functions

Parameters and Description
Function to add a QoS requirement to the network reconfiguration. The QoS
requirement is registered for the logical link defined by the source src_socket
and destination dst_socket (IP/port).The function “overwrites” previous QoS
request for the same logical link.
sdnID … unique ID of the SDN controller the requirement is passed to.
QoS … QoS requirement (throughput, delay, packet loss, etc.).
diffServ_class … priority of QoS request (differentiated services class)
Returns unique request ID (rquID) or NACK (incl. failure code).
Function to update an already added QoS requirement.
sdnID … unique ID of the SDN controller the update is passed to.
QoS … QoS requirement (throughput, delay, packet loss, etc.).
diffServ_class … priority of QoS request (differentiated services class)
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Removes/cancels the previous QoS requirement rquID from the SDN controller
defined by sdnID. Alternatively, it is possible to remove all requirements
related to a specific logical link (wildcards for src_socket and/or dst_sockets
are also defined).
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code) showing the Network QoS Monitor
whether a QoS requirement has been removed successfully or not.
Table 12 list of network reconfiguration-specific interfaces

Called by
Network QoS Manager

Destination
Network Reconfiguration

Network QoS Manager

Network Reconfiguration

Network QoS Manager

Network Reconfiguration
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Interface Function
estID rquEstimation
(id,cfg[])

ret monData (id,
value, unit)

ret updVariable (id,
value)

cfg updEstimation
(estID, q[], …)

ret stopEstimation
(id)

Parameters and Description
Called by
This function is used to request a quality estimation for a particular variable identified by id. Task Manager
Estimation has to be done for a list of passed access configurations (cfg[]). A configuration
consists out of an access technique (push, pull, event-based, cached or queried from
database, processed from database etc.) and a update frequency. The execution of this
function will trigger immediate access technique estimation. This will result in the reception
of access technique evaluations through the updEstimation() function.
Returns unique estimation ID (estID) or NACK (incl. failure code).
This function is used by the Monitoring Data Access (MDA) component to deliver a raw Monitoring Data Access
monitoring variable update (defined by id) to the quality estimator component and/or to the (MDA)
network QoS manager.
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
This function is used by the data labelling to request a quality metric (e.g. mismatch Data Labelling
probability), which is added to the monitoring data before it is passed to the requesting
external component.
Returns quality metric (e.g. mismatch probability) or NACK (incl. failure code).
The function signals a change of monitoring variable quality, which can result in the necessity Quality Estimator
of an updated holistic task management. The function delivers the required list of qualities
(mismatch probabilities) for the set of access configurations defined with the related call of
rquEstimation().
Task manager returns the chosen access configuration or NACK (incl. failure code) in case of
a failure.
This function is used to stop quality estimation (defined by id) on specific variable.
Task Manager
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Table 13 list of interface functions of the quality estimation component

Interface Function
QoS[] rquQoSOptions (id)

Parameters and Description
Function used by the Quality Estimator to request the logical link QoS options (delay
distribution, loss statistics, etc.) from a monitoring source defined by id from the
Network QoS Manager (NQM). In reply the NQM delivers QoS information from the

Called by
Quality Estimator

Destination
Quality Estimator

Data Labelling, Quality
Estimator, Network QoS
Manager
Quality Estimator

Task Manager

Quality Estimator

Destination
Network QoS Manager
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ret monData (id, value,
unit)
ret constraintNotification
(rquID, available_QoS)

ret linkFailureNotification
(src_ip, dst_ip)

source with id for different priorities.
Returns a list of Quality of Service (QoS[]) options or NACK (incl. failure code).
This function is used by the Monitoring Data Access (MDA) component to deliver a raw Monitoring Data Access
monitoring variable update (defined by id) to the quality estimator component and/or (MDA)
to the network QoS manager. Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Function to notify the Network QoS Monitor about the inability of the network Network Reconfiguration
reconfiguration to fulfill the requirement defined by rquID. A constraint is typically
caused by a link overload. The constraint notification message contains the remaining
available_QoS (e.g. remaining throughput, actual delay, actual packet loss, etc.).
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code) showing the network reconfiguration, whether
the constraint was received by the destination or not.
Function to notify the Network QoS Monitor about a failed logical connection (caused Network Reconfiguration
by at least one physical link failure) between src_ip and dst_ip.
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code) showing the NW reconfiguration, whether the
failure notification was received by the destination or not.
Table 14 list of interface functions of the network quality-of-service manager

Data Labelling, Quality
Estimator, Network QoS
Manager
Network QoS Manager

Network QoS Manager

Interface Function
ret monData (id, value,
unit)

Parameters and Description
This function is used by the Monitoring Data Access (MDA) component to deliver a raw
monitoring variable update (defined by id) to the quality estimator component and/or
to the network QoS manager.
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Table 15 list of interface functions of the data labelling

Called by
Monitoring Data Access
(MDA)

Destination
Data Labelling, Quality
Estimator, Network QoS
Manager

Interface Function
ret subData (id)

Parameters and Description
Called by
This function is used to request the reception of monitoring data from the monitoring Network QoS Manager,
data access component.
Quality Estimator, Data
Returns ACK/NACK (incl. failure code).
Labelling
Table 16 list of interface functions of the monitoring data access

Destination
Monitoring Data Access
(MDA)
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